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BUREAU MEMBERSATTEND DISTRICT
SET AT MAYFIELD

COMPLETE COVERAGE EVERY WEEK
OF ALL CALLOWAY COUNTY NEWS

NEW PASTOR

GeorgeA. Hendricks Pageant. Given by
SCOUTS-OF
Is Buried-at Paris
Murray Students
VALLEY
HONORS HERE-- 'Program „to Befield

YOUR PROGRESSIVE HOME NEWSPAPER FOR OVER HALF A CENTURY

Vol. LXI: No. 47

RED CROSS ROLL:CALL CHAIRMAN- 1 Final Rites „r.Held Monday
ASKS FULLSUPPORT For Dr. W. N.

Tenn.'
,"
• NOv. 24-Funeral
A pageant about the life -rand
services-were- conducted -at'-330
torts-- of Oeorge
ogers
o'clock Monday for • George A. Clark was presented by the
Rhiur.
Hendricks51 year old World rain Training School Wednesday
...---.•.-_ ar veteran and- resident .of-Parii, morning,•Trovember
17,- as -1914-ray
_
-wile was killed late Sunday night Slate College's chapel. a,when .struck by an N. C.. and St. !Written and narrated" by Miss L. passenger train about a Mile Marian Sharborough, daughter of
.Hassouth of here,
Mi.: and Mrs. C. L. Sharborougha\Engineer pi _the' train . said that this pageant was presented on the„a
-a1C9OPeratOng
as the locomotive rounded a curve birthday of the noted explorer
Hueert Hendon, Farm Burea,u
•Dr. 0. C. Wells, scouter and he saw what appeared to be a who had an important part in
president. 'Harvey' Dixon, Q, D.
.
arfr'body
lying
on
the
tracks.
advancement chairmaR"a the itaiisettling Kentucky .ant.- surroundocit
near-iilri
e vesDr. Wiinam Herbert Mason, who
y 4il
isi Can
traR
ot C
Mrums
ritY
leed
Grab* and Ortts
pir Valley District-of !toy Scouts but he was unable to bring the ing areas. Prot Carmen- Graham, 01!he
for ti-...yelits
- lived and .worked
Key attended a meeting of the
of America, announced that the train tp a halt before striking the principal of the Training School, pletion and an official statement of
within the boundaries of Calloway
District Farm Bureau at Mayfield
District Court of Honor wills be man. The train cvew brought the cited the assistance of Miss Roberta results will soon be available.
C_otudy to relieve ila.aniterlag
Werkera a_q„lar give eimtlfaid0
where- identifiestion i'el4trieh7Mis
Monderanights-Na.aeibe. -14.•
people and for those who came
Ritiwrier'' ?dim reports throughout the county.
0. Bondurapt. associate'. county
cember 2, in the auditoriuni of the Was made.
Margaret Campbell, Miss Lora
..frocit.far. end vhde, to his instituIn the last week, Pat Miller,
agentraecompanied the 'delegation
Plied Christian Church at 7:45 p. -.Services _were conducted at the Frisby, and Miss Marjorie Palmtion
of healing, quietly passed
as a representative of the county
leer & McEvoy Funeral Home, uist, of the Training SAmpi facul- chief of the Reservoir Clearance
'away Sunday, November 2, at 11:40
Project, has pledged- -the -w
extension office in the absence bf
The public is cordially invited with the Rev. E. H. Greenwell of- ty, in preparation of this play.
a, m., at the age of 66 years. in
hearted support of that division to
.
asinti. T. Cochran,- county agent.
to attend this-program and parents- fielatias Burial Was in Maplethe William dinalion Memorial floe.-----the local. Roll---CidI
The
The group met to offer suggestof Scouts and all boys of the city wood Cemetery.
pita" which, WaS___OiLer .11.is ilkli
einfalOYeas. ere
-. .-----loos and resolutions..on_the forrnaand county hastwali &Poeta-14'1'410- Surviving are --tspe---dsughters,
-- - dream.
•
.
now'being contacted for member.
tion of the Farm Bureau legislalion to be present-for +hie cw.e.a.teor Mrs Buster Normanaacit Murray,
Funeral services were held Monship.
program
which
Hendricks
of
the
state
orMary
Jo
Ky.; and
--five
Dr. Wells said.
day afternoon at 3:30 o'clock from
County ROIL Call Chairman -A.
ganization will offer and seek to
The program, as- releatied 13y Dr. Henry County; one ,on, Claude
the Fi,rst Baptist Church with the
IL Kopperud re= that the
dlifiwiricks,Henry
-County;
two
session
sisof
the
Wells,
-is
as
follows:
CaiPipg
-the
-in
-gain
MULIJNS, JR.
Eld.. 0. A.'Bernstein; Los Angeles, •
.various chairmen
-their desa- •
state legislature. •
Organ prelude. Mrs. *arida ters, Mrs_ Katie 'Nelson and Mrs.
Calif_ a former classmate of the
, posits to the crail-a-the 1942
The new pastor-of the First Meth- Johnson.- '
'A motility 1011 call of membership
MOW Halt-of Benton, Ky.
awe
deceased.
faiLto
awl
Francis.
knee
fundRev5..C.
I...
the
sea_laneg-to_Roll_Call
Itith__lierMail
Rem
,
.----Commereitti Appeal-4
quotas and present membership odtst Church,-Murray. who comes
Entrandei;,... ,..id
..
Se. P. M
_4e
Ight-es Ji at *e Beak- ef Murray.
Ws a
maynse
76We
tia,officiating. Burial was in the „a
let Hitler have Kentucky. Senator ship lists are to be turned in later
meeting. Reports 'indicated that livered his first sermon here last
Happy Valley
District Court
DR.
WILLIAM
H.
MASON
Cemetery.
Clifford
Melugin.
•
Cify
/•
A. B. ("Happy") Chandler said in to Mrs.
all cowslips have or will definitely Sunday. "I corneae Murray to be members assemble.
The huge auditorium of the F.- t
answer to a question by a Ledger
As the drive nears its, completion
meet, or exceed, their quotas by a friend and neighbor to all", he
Allegiance to Flag.
Baptist Church 14114$ filled to vere
& Times representative Wednesday in Calloway County those citizens
Saturday nisi& November 29, ex- said. "Mrs. Mullins joins me in -Invocation, -Rev. Charles C.
as to whether our rum is already who have not yet joined or doflowing with sorrowing friçads and
_ _
cept possibly Marshall.' Hickman sending greetings to the members Thompson.
relatives to pay tribu
in. a shooting -war with_ Germany_ ,_oateci aro -asked-ata. ,consider the
to the'
and Calloway. - President Hendon, of the First Methodist Church and- -Candle- Lfghtirig- Ce-eitin
"I favor keeping those lanes recent statement of President
life of this man who
a,friend'
in reporting for CalloWay, stated in asking God's blessings upon our ray Scouts,
.
Nine Calloway County boys left open," .he said. "I also favor taking Roosevelt concerning Roll Call
to all.
,
that after 20 - memberships were association with you'?
Introduction of Master of Case- from Murray Sunday, November Dakar if it is necessary to prevent membership:
Survivals are h' widow, Dr. Ora ,
secured during Monday he had
monies, Nat Ryan Hughes„ by- ha for Louisville where they were Germany from getting it away
period
of
this
Kress
"Its
success,
in
Mason;
daughter. Patricia:
-topes of the quota of 100 members
inducted. According to a report from France."
Scouter 0, C. Wells. •
•
his mother,,Mrs. AManda glason,
emergency, is a matter of vital
being met by Saturday night
Welcome address,
made by the-local draft board, it
NASHVILLE, Tenn.-A joint Hazel; f
The Junior Senator told friends concern. tq all of us as citizens of
-sisters.
Mrs. Bettie
which Is the deadline -for 1041
Presentation
of
Badges
by has not .yet been made known who greeted him at the National a free Democracy. Voluntary en- ICC-Tennessee Utilities Commission Miller,
ze1. Mrs. R. R. Hicks
memberships to be counted at the
Scouteri.
where these boys will be stationed. Hotel during a brief good-will visit listment in Red Cross work- Board Monday afternoon took under Sr.,
lfael, Mrs. R. B. Chrisman Sr.;
National Farm Bureau convention,
Address, A. B. Austin
Those leaving for duty were that the nation's defense program through membership-Will prove advisement after an all-day hear- Parts,
and Mrs. Bertha Maddox.
Incidentally Mr. Hendon was very
Special musical number.
James Edwin Cain, Route 6; Daling the applications of two bus
P.rogrm
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won
serially secured 19 of the 20 memTaps, Kenneth Slaughter.
ton Carraway. Route 7; Flavil Wet- dent has won a sweeping victory and free."
permits to operate between West of Hazel. He is also survived by a
six
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eat.
the
forty-eighth
berships which were signed on
The Advancement Committee of son Class, Kirksey, Route 2; Virgil, over John L. Lewis and that antiTennessee and Kentucky points.
general convention just concluded
large number of other, near relacounty court day.
Happy Valley is composed of Carrion Lockhart, Almo, Route l strike legislation will be enacted
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"When
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against
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application
Remand.D Pus, Conaot Woodrow Duca. .Knight, government." he said. "that should
between, Greenfield,
as the r fpaeanjr wag land. Benton
km and Edgar
.fasasting. • The Calloway date".
Tenn.. and Mayfield:Ky.. via Dres- Hicks, Mania Will,
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by
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Anne
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Law'ion offered a resolution that the
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and
Como.
and
the
apconcerned."
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are
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bearers
legislature be asked to increase ap- ton, Hopkinsville. The Douglas
plication ofstake Tri-State Tranait Alva Burke. Honorary
Elaborating on the statement, he
. Hugh •
propriations
to
match Federal Freeman prize for the best essay
Co of Lou aria for an interstate were Dr. Hal Houston,
said
that
rights
granted
citizens
are
ree
West
Kentuckians
are
t. Dr.,
funds for the control and eradica- on Bobert E Lee was won by
permit ter' serve aver the same Houston, bt-. C. J.
among the 1,972 men who corn- not supposed to be used against tlie
tion of Bang's disease in dairy Mrs. R. W. -Rosebery.
route
o Mayfield withran alter- C. it Jona, Dr..itobt. W. Hdlg,
government,
but
rather
in
their
the
first
class
of
cadets
at
prise
Her
essay was "The Services of
K II..Fidier, Dr. E.-L. Gai4eft. ---Oecattle. It was pointed out by the
nate Outs b
the new Air Corps replacement dealings with one another, a.s. citi1
04Ar
Calloway. delegates that the use Lieut. Robert E. Lee to the 'United I
e lacer companycenter at Kelly Field, Tex. In- zens and arousal of citizens.
land,
Dr. - A. D. Butterworth. anct, - r• '
States
As
a
Military
Enrineer."
-not seek peen-hazier/Jib pick up
frinn_liangjateqed MT
,
* -The. _mac
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Dr.
E
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agiow*/
,fever whke bee
-between-a-Petite- Tonna
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e three
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. Bob Overbey. Pay
and Murray. Ky.
taken the live; of several citizens for the best all-around historic
this country w11)-not back down in
Mr.
and
Mrs.
C.
A.
Stewart
n
of
The C.-lay Lines opposed the ducah, Dr. Elroy Scruggs, Parts
Kentucky, and some In Cel)o- woke done by a diyidon of net
of Btandon. Calloway County; its foreign poiley in regard to the
granting da permit to the Tri- Tenn,, • Dr. Hughes, Hardin. Dr.
•
unty. Other counties ex - more than a thousand members
Far East. He considers war likely
Leonard
Ebell
Harding,
Ion
of.
Mr.
&UCounty
„MITI
Calloway
was
'The
-Barber, Princeton; Riley
won
by
the Kentucky divimuch interest in this resoand Mrs. L. T. Hardin. Hickman: unless the new Japanese govern- rea ti will end its membership drive State Company, in requesting that Miller, Darwin White„, H. I. Neely,
It be given permission to travel the
nal the measure was passed sion, Miss Mary Fogg, historian,
ment Alters its course.
Edgar
McCollum
•Jr.,
and
Charles
Oscar • Turnany; and Milton Marimportant Frankfort. unamMously.
Other
He said that he was in an army Saturday, November /D. The mem- proposed routes.
son of Mr. and Mrs. C. E. McColMasai trophy for t1 best allHearing the applications were shall all of Hazel; C. A Hale. J. T.
resolutions which were passed at
camp during the World War at the bership goal was/Wt at 100 memPrinceton.
turn,
bers for 1941. a The Bureau has Chairman Porter Dunlap and Com- Wallis, P. N. Blalock, V C• Stub-.
ihe meeting included the following: around report to the convention
McCollum is a graduate Of Bid, age of 18 and repeated the state1. Contimiation of policy in favor also was won by Kentucky division.
Walter B. Pitkin will address the ler high school. Princeton, and Was ment made some weeks ago that 77 members s paid in 1041, and missioner Leon Jouralmon of the blefield Sr.. W. L. Whitnell, Ed
In the Kentucky division, Chil- Inter-City Ladies' Night Meeting of
is striving,.16 reach the goald of 100 State Railroad and Public Utilities Farmer, T. H. Stokes, John Clopof the State Income Tax Law and
a junior at Murray State College his services in the armed forces are
y Saturday night.
Commission; D. C. Moore of the too, K. C. Frazee, J. T. Hughes. J.
unalterable opposition to its. re- dren of the Confederacy. Jerome the Murray Rotary Club Wednes- at the time of his entrance into the at the disposal _of the gevernment if member
Parker Conrey. Owensboro, was day night. December 10, at the
The ollowing is a list of 1941 Kentucky Motor Vehicle Depart- D. Sexton. Dr. J. r W. Carr, E. J.
peal.
he is needed.
Air
Corps.
me ers;
meet and John D. Bradford,chief Beale, G. C. Ashcraft, Billy Mar2. Favoring legislation, In line voted most valuable member of Murray Woman's Club.
Harding is a graduate of Murroger Stores. James M. Jones, examiner of the ICC.
berry, Ed Diuguid Jr., Dr. _Charles
Mr. pitkin is a psychologist and ray State College and a Sylvan
with
recommendation -of State U.D.C. He also won an essay conmanager; U-Tote-'Em
Stored,
Hire. Peorge S. Aid, IL B. Bailey, •
writer who is noted for his ability
highway engineers, that will raise test.
Shade
high
school.
Prior
to
enlistKentucky sent 19 representatives Id make learning live. lie-141-proliLowell King. manager; Buren•PafSr.. antt- 1.:•:.L.s_yeile.
tho_ load limit Oh trucks on the
ment.
chemistry
he
taught
and
Crawford.
to
Rogers,
T.
W.
the
convention.
ner.
Luther
Mrs. W. S. ably ane_ of the most outstanding
Dr. Pdason .was a devout traoreiaamajor -highways of the state.
physics at , Grove high school,
'Roy Graham, R. L Cooper, V. E.ber of the Seventh Day Adventist
3. Restoration of the 250.000 which Swann of Murray, who is attending populariza0 of psychology in this Pura. Tenn.
Chas.
the
convenTion
in
Smith,
Los
Robt.
L.
Angeles,
teas
Stubblefield.
Church
and had dorm much .to
generation.
After
a
most
.thorough
was cut during the L'epression from
Stewart is it graduate of MurHire. C. 0. Dondureint, Wayne
ttW growth of this de.•
the state apprapriatiod for agricul- recently elected president - of the period of study, ha- which he did ray State College - and Faxon high
Dyer, Rubert- Hendon. W. J. capKentucky division of the UDC.
graduate work at the University of
nomination in Calloway County,
tural extension work.
The Future of linger, Luther Ithbertson, Ithtkey
makers
school.
He
taught
four
years
in
Dr. Mason, who had been an '
Sorbonne. Paris, and at the Univew4. Asking that Farmers' Cooperatgave an in- FFA, B. IL Crawford, Stark Er-9
sities of Berlin and Munich. Ger- the rural schools of Calloway Kirksey, High
Dr. C. J. 'McDevitt, while. in outstanding surgeon since the early .
ive Marketing Associations be exformal. Mother and Daughter ban- win, L. V. Clark,
County,
F.
many.
he
became
a
lecturer
in
psyThutmond Louisville t
past weekt was days of Calloway Countyahaid ever
empt from, the labor wage rate regquet, Thursday night. November
anMor is.
chology a+ Columbia University. In
honored with I an invitation• to the kept pace with the rapid strides
elatian ,f the 'Federal Labor Laws
thirteenth. The school gymnasium A-W
1012 he -became a profeirers-'of
W. 0..
J.
n,
W.
Louisville
section
of the Obstetri- of medical science. Truly he had
a.. known as the Wagner „Act.
was decorated with pumpkins, corn E. Littleton, R. Hall Hord, Erdal
journalism at Columbia„and, has
cal and Gyneeological Society. This been a humanitarian and thousands
. 5. Asking that tobacco grades on
stalks
and
colored
leaves.
The
•Charlie
Samuel
Wynn.
52,
excontinued in this capacity. Dr. PitUnderwood, T. H. Stokes. Joe T: meeting is
only by special- mourn the untimely passing of
'
,individual farmer's baskets be kept
Thanksgiving theme was carried Lovett. Murray State Teachers Col- ists in theattended
heist of obstetrics and this promibent citizen. It 'would
'he baskets' until after the to- mayor. Puryear garage owner, an kin's flair for journalism has inout, -froth in menu and decoration. lege, J. C. Misdeed; Jno. T. Coch- the diseases of viomeh.
one
of
that
town's
most
prominent
spired
,..h
I
m
Continually
to
Write
take volumes to relate the chant- '0 is,sold-and that a grade card
The table
centerpieces were ran, Murray- Milk Products Co.,
Two papers were given anclorig- able deeds done by Dr. Mason,
hi placed on each basket immedi- edit:el-is, died:at his licene there at books and articles havingjo do with
fruits, nuts and novelty turkeys. J. H. Rientnond, Hugh Ginglea Walaaresearch reported which had however,
2
o'clock
last
Thursdarifi7inoon
genetical-phases
of
lifesas
underAt
a
recent
meetjng
of.
the
Callowayans need np
. stela. after sale of the crap.
The place cards were miniature
At the conclusion Of the meet- following an Illness of two years. stood by the psychologist. A- few of Young Democratic Clubs of the pumpkins; the favors were mints Hoyt Craig. W. E. Dick, -Q. D. been done at the Louisville City resume of .thege acts of kindness
Mr.
Wynn-ospes----tm
influential his popular works are: "The Psy- state _which was held in Louisville,
Wilson, B. R. Allbritten, B. W. Ed- Hespital, Dr. McDevitt took part in for today these beneficiaries sadly
ing all County delegations agreed
in orange cellophane.
monds.
the program, discussing both papers. Weep at the passing 'of "Pr.. Will'
that every possible effort should leader in the-eivie welfare of his chology of HapPinees". "The Psy- William Natcher of Bowling Green
home
chology
of
town..
Achievement",
"The
was
named president, and Mrs. The club girls planned the en- *: E. L. Knjtitendall. _Lloyd Housas he was known to his countless
be made to meet membership quoservices
Art
of
Learning",
"A
Short
Funeral
were
Introco,nducted
Hill,
Bruce
Wilson.
Marvin
ton.
Joe
Harry
Lee
Waterfield
of
Clinton
tire banquet, including menu.
friends.
tas this week. The immediate ques.
duction
to
Human
Stupidity",
from
the
.and
Puryear
Methodist
church
Autrey
Fernier,
secretary
and
treasurer.
'
decorations
and
program.
Under
The William
tion facing "'Calloway County. acMason Memorial
his master-piece of universal apof
which
he
was
a
steward.
at
2:30
Outland,
Gusilebeason
H.
Brooks,
Ca
.
rios
N
,
0.
Mrs.
Waterfield
will
be
reniemleadership
of
the
Mrs.
J.
H.
Walswhether
School
of
Hendon,
is
Nursing,
founded by Dr.'
cording to Pts.
peal. "Life Begins at Forty".
bared in Murray as Miss Laura ton they prepared the food, and Jones, Hansford, Doran. Ortis Key,
W. H. Maxie. has ttirned.out great
ar not 25 Larr--loyin supporters o'clock Friday, November 21, with
He
'wasformerly
a
member
of
the
the
Rev.
A.
G.
Williams•officiating.
Fergerson. illoth she and Mr.. favors, themselves. Covers were C.. C. Jones, Carlin Riley, Claude
numbers of. young then and young
will join this Week.
Burial was in the Puryear ceme- editorial staff of theNew York Tri- Waterfield. the son of Mrs. Lois laid for 94. •
Tidwell. Thomas,Hargia Otis F.alwomen in this field. As' one' of
bune and the New York Evening Waterfield of Hazel, are graduates .The program was as follows:
tery.
well, B. H. Dixian, W. H. Perry,
Dr MaSon's 4 dreams in former
He is surelved by his widow, Post. He is on the editorial staff of of Murray State College.
J.E.
Williams;
Hall
McCuiston.
_
Toast to the Mothers, Mildred
years. this • school of nursing has
Mrs. Mary .Searnon Wynn; two Parents Magazine He was AmeriJ. T. Taylor, Ewin Dick, Hargis
Dunn, president.
annually_a_gradualed outstanding
of downtovrn Mur- nurses and graduates from 'this
daughters, Mrs. Clovis Kemp, Pur- can..managing editor of the EncyBros., Hazel PTA. L. D. OutlajjOutland,.Dec rah
,Report
of
Achievement
and
year, and Miss Wilmoth Wynn. a clopaedia Britannic'', 1927-1928. and
Aims, by Brownie Sue Parker, Oda McDaniel, George Hart, Tre- 4eay 1F"T"Christmas season has institution are in great demand
former student of Murray. State story supervisor for the Universal
mori Beale, A. G. Outland. Bank been started and tall evergreens
treasurer.
College and now a student nurse Pictures COmpany, 1929, also ediof Murray, C. A. Hale. Otis Loy- have been placed upon the streets. - The prominent Calloway surgeon
by
club
trio,
"Sweet
and
Low,"
sponsor
of
Bagwell,
torial
Myra
director of the Ameridan
in -Gaston's Hospital, Memphis: one
ins, Bob D. Grogan at Son, Bunnie Lights will be strung ',Rhin a few had a number- of- hobbies. He was
The -Tiger official. publication of granddaughter. Jane Carolyn Kertcp Farm Journal, 1935-1938.
There will be a meeting of. the Margaret Hughes, Frances Hughes, Farria, 0. V. Tidwell,
Fox. N. days' by the workmen, according to a greet lover of the. fox hunt and
and Ola Mae Cathey.
of
CalleYoung
Democratic
Club
---T
school, wilLaSe_c_i_f_rione brother. J. J.'Wynn also
P. Hutson, Ray IL Brownfield, Car- a report released by the Young
and Paltered Dnrctandifig
-group--of--studente--Ses OP-Pdryear. Mfa. C. Ray or this
-way, County at 7 o'clock Friday "That Wonderful Mother it men Parks. Dew* G. Reed. ..
Business Vents -ChM rir Merrily dogs in fox dog
field trials. He
evening at the court house for the Mine." Ola Mae Cathey.
Lexington Friday* where they will city is a sifter-in-leaf. Parents
Who.,
annually
sponsors
this
civic
"Ferries' Coming to College," a"
enjoyed the sight Of thoroughbred*
attend the meeting Of igie Ken- of Mr. Wynn were the late Mr.
purpose of electing offieers for
apr
.
s
ject.
•
horses and smile- fed years ago
combination play and style show.
the coming year.
tucky High School Press Assaditi; andaldrsa Grundy Wynn NM Henry
For the past several yeara Mur- possessed_ fine race horses which .
ore Toys-Are
All members are urged to be In the style strew the girls modeled
Von, They will also attend .the
city
has
presented
one
of
the
most
made track, records ihsthla part of
their dresses they made in home
.....
East-West game in that city SatPreMin.
beautifully decorated htties in the
'economics. There was a profusion
urdnf.
state for the holiday seaserk
of
ranging
colors
and
from
styles
At
diffeftnt_pettodajhuing the_
'
MISS ANNA Ma1K.STATEN 'Those who will mike' the trip
according to repdrts- from the dec- past few
active and spectator sport enyears, visitike; to • the
Murray High Sehoo_liwill present IS LABORATORY tECHNICIAN
are Chillies Thompson, .editor of
oration committee 'of the Young Magian HospilakeR.wisish,tacaupies
for
outfits
sembfes.
to
complete
It,
annual
one-act
play
contest AY CLINIC HOSPITAL
The Tiger. Misl itarbars-Diugutd, 'American Legion Post No.. 73
Business Men's Club, this Year almost a ,city Mode-..were inhered
Sundays, dates and dinner, and
•
Miss Barbara Bonner. Will lEd. will meet Thursdity night, Decem- Tuesday night. December' 2, at
will be- no exception.
formals
for
evening.
at the rare birds and animals to
'W,e
have
caught
up
,With
our
7:30
In
Keys-Houstbn
Clinic
Hospital
anthe
Murray
High
audiat
7:30
o'clock, at the
Lawiter. Joe Ed Starks and Mime ba 4,
The climax ()rifle evening was work of repairing and re-paintbe found on the. hospital grounds.
nounces the etnploying of _Miss AnBetty Chambers, members of the
's Club Haus. -en- ;.,V-ine toritir_n.
presentation
of
gifts.
Every
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1 HAPPENINGS IN AND NEAR HAZEL

Hardin News
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building arese frens the ashes of was affiliated with Murray Lodge matter the size or loc
.-mean.. A naMurray. the Birthplace of Radio- staaun upened thsa date
ime he was a member of
Ar.on
ruin and today its facilities for No. 105 F. & 4. M. and the Knights timidly, known scientific method.
the' Boar • of Regents.
Pythias.
'
the care ef the sick are modern and of
No under straps or cumberseme
' fle• has a
been a Member' ot .
complete. On.-.Ttine le. 1917. Doctor Mason rangernents and absolutely no medthe State ERicti&ey . Committee: and
Dr. Mason was a republican in was 'united in marriage at Wash- itanes or medical treatments.
Mr. Shernan will he glad to demha political allegiance and had ington. D. C., with Dr. Ora Kress,
served cin the State .Board. of
'scribes
atit
il
e ith
.t N
o.
Art
atAe
rha
teb
rtan
long' ..ten influential in the ranks daughter of De Ds_ kL_ and Dr. Unid
te— Ave...cia.
Charities and Corrections.
,,anct
o
t fehis party. Ile. was a delegate to laultta - litre*. To Dr..,
Illa....tirst. _political appolotteen: &
:
eirs
t4
1. Hernia or
perria
te'
ilyine
solislic
ttsogno.esLa
Republican National Convert- Mason there tivaili kern one &mei- e
til
t
was made in 1895, when e was
held ip -Chicago isa 1916. In ter. Patricia Grace. at Murray, iatitarda, following surgical operaselected
as
district
an.
cha
adv.
Jan,yary
9.
Flee
1919.
1909 he was chairman of the
which petition he held for .23 ye.
During the period from 1912-1920,
he served on the Democratic Executive Committee itom the first
district of Kentucky.
The sex-senator was one of the
influential facfors in 'reorganizing
the state government at a speCial
hessian in 1936.
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Not Everybody in,
Calloway county sub.
to- the Ledger
Times but nearly
everybody reads it! - on

**0*.w.P.O!P*Cl.P.M141

SANTA'S HINT—
WHY NOT GIVE A

BANK ACCOUNT?

Only

Such 11 Cat Is Worthy, Practical, Economical...
and in Keeping With the Christmas Spirit!

Santa Claus

.

AND
-

Christmas Buying = *
—T•ST-1,

It ,
I no „great vroblext;t0r tile liimilY with ,a budgeted expentli-•
ture and a 'sS•stematic savings plan.
./.-. .
" Create the- habit of systemalit-savinis for the—aTitittiial Santa
Claus- event.as **deem the' rnatiPother thipgs that come unexpecisdly;
Those who'have a Fay trigs actoont can stop kty check and tell
at a moment notice,.or after Christrtrait, how !Mich they spent and -.
"'

••

*
ft

•

.

Become more acquainted with your.hatilt and use the maatiTser.
that thitib friendly bank offers'. if you have net- .had
count this year, plan to lie SANTA' CLAUS to yourself next'year and •
enjoy'a big Christmas. .
ifie!.1

i

. , Paean' New Reads
Iii answer to the question. "What
is the most needefi thing in, Cello.
"raj, County?" he- 'stated,- "More
recognition, from the lloYernment
for improvensent et our ro'ads . . .
and for the state leorruniaurse the
county for money in advance, to.
be used in building roads",'
In connection with the
sought -pavement project
01
1cm
:ie
.
Boulevard.' Mr.. Turner . said. Sit is
a -grand thIng_that Clive Boulevard
-ttiesheere-a-letig
fight to get it . ...-'aS4it.. wasn't
e state project. It is nice to have
It- - Metteled tn DA rgroottal_iletuP

PHILCO
BRINGS .jr1).V THESE MODERN
PHONOGRAPH FEATURES
• MUSIC ON A BEAM OF LIGHT. ?tart any reetffirnmstioreflections of 'a ilea
'
ting )ewel on a_photo-electric

"1 ._
riv-nt--i
, .. •
.: , • Mr. =net believes _iti. a prae.....„..
tical theory of education . . . a
plan 'Unmet eta& the _Maldants
will leans _Wogs 'that-ruin_ be. of
use to Chem in, their daily lifc.
He is also an advocate of Physical
ducallen.,_ . .
. _
"Murray State College offers a
great opportunity her the -people
of _this area whii could. not, oiliersa-tseseeiell thernselves. of a higher
. education." Mr. Turner remarked.
n--toiperioe-in-orosetarto
-hae--bee.
that of -any other College-.in _Kentucky or .thr-atfj4intng states," he
added. s
'According • to Mr. Turner, hi
"danger as an edultational institution in' the future .is in hot 'being
abtfle to setaire sufficient rnath-tefiance."

• STROBOSCOPE P1H A
records'
With absolute

Bp Aw ARE
_ -oF _you

,SOUND

STRONG

SAFE

ki.Vii"Witrikill.lei-oloio.-414-,egoo.wWo.-covignowyormiuff
-_

•••1•5-In••

Record Changer-..

TILT -FRONT
CABINET

No lid to

lift ... no

,
$
need 16 reltinire

decorations, no dark, hard-to-get.at

rf quirkeri gentief, more re--

forward
the grille, place your records and
tilt it back. interior light illuminates turntable. ONLY PHILCO
HAS turntable. Only lshilco hat it!

• TILt-FRbNT

j
.
CAIHNET.. Nq lid to tin ... no' need

to r(i.

move decoratioo_
•

fnenta. Simply tilt.forward the grille, place you

tilt it 6scic again.

'cords

ant:t

•

cotinpartmeniam
. Simply tilt

Calls i'VA-Revelatloaary Mr. Terrier bet:etas.' that the
Kentucky Dam is a tevoldtionaryi
•'•
'

Double I.
PL US Philco
Aerial System, Electric

r. Radio

Circuit. Built-In Super

Push-Button Tuning. Con.

(ert (;rand Speaker. Many
eign

other features. American
Reception, Handsome Walnut Cabinet.

and For-
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FOUR PAGES

Diversified Farming
For
Calloway County

'

THURSDAY, NOV. 27, 1941

TIGERS DEFEAT GO.OVE HIGH
13-0 IN TURKEY DAY BATTLE
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COVER'CROP
HONOR ROLL

Calloway County Farmers Are Eligible
For Cotton Insurance On 1942 Planting

Almo P-TA Holds
Monthly Meeting

The Alnico Parent-Teachers AsNames acipied•`to the cover crop
honor roll this week are: Duncan sociation held its monthly meeting
ball went over to the visitors.
Thursday
•- night, Hovernber 13. at
Smith lost a yard on an attempt- Ellis, Hazel; W. C. Butterworth,
lien
94 Goining - ed buck; Basbeery managed to pick Murray; V. B. Gardner, Lynn the high school. Mrs. Cary Rose
'presided and the minutes of thi-;
up a yard to make it third down Grove; Claud Lawrence, Kirksey;
'last meeting were read by Miss
and 10; Ogden knifed his way H. A. Swift, Kirksey; J. 13. Ahart„
Myrtle Chapman, secretary. Miss
through the Grove line to dump Murray; A. W. Morris, Palestine Jenne Jenkins and Jewell Hicks
The Murray High' School Tigers the Blue Devil for a 4-yard loss; and R. S. McDaniel, Vancleave.
sang
two .nurebers, "I Would.
hit their peak here_Thanksgivlia Rasberre irick-ed-out of bounds on
Anyone in the county seeding all
bDay to decidedly • defeat the Blue Murray's 8.
land Plowed in 1941, except land True" and "In the Gloaming." The .
,
'Devils of Greve High School
that is overfle•ived during the win- following committees were select._by-a_..eskim,_ of
.
75tArtt_
1 d1._iftgPlled,.311,cely_71O 1114,11 ermoriths, shoeld .cikwi_oarren, gtlit
aer'-‘• J....414 the Yv..t•
again
through
center,
yar
s
--riratatg
t
Program, Mrs. Coy 'Rye,. chairgl
'
n the lead in the 11;
ing the number of acres seeded, to
opening
same
Starks
found
the
game series 6-5.
the Extension Office that ht1 name man, Miss Lula Belle Beale, and
'
and picked up 5 yard3; Gibbs made may also be entered on the honor Mrs. Carlos Roberts; Publicity, Miss
The liollandmen Were
sparked- it a first-dloWn on Paris' 19; Pony roll. Names will be .added to the Charlotte Owen, chairman,;Mrs. to their yirtory.by Paul Buchanan, hit, the line for 1 yard; on a mixbalfbaek.7 %lobe- turned''in h48 .,great- up in signals by the Murrayans onor. reit each week as they are Raymond Story, and Mrs. Guy
i¼pored to the colony 'office and Lovins; . Hospitality, Mrs. Oscar
'est offensive game of his career,
chairman.
Mrs. Dlirie
,yards. t .braelcl went wild but Starks made will
bx arpasaing a total of 16
pillilished
this_newspaper. Street,
;--131,tehanan's pass to
the
-Mrs: -Rob-Young; Pi
-Polly, fleet Murray back ran sec- Outland was incemplete; Buchanan
ond with 78 yards; Starks added 40 punted to midfield where the ball to Again through the Grove line:. ruinee, Mr. Guy Loving, chairman,
Hobart Evans, and Bob Jones.
yards and Giggs. contributed
Buchanan kicked to Grove's 5
was downed.
Securing a home economics de' yards to the Tigers' cause, The enand
the
ball
was
downed.
•
-nartmeat Jar the &doh& is to, be
Faker small.,..13UL splwilw. back
the
-rdurrar"
ligaterrY 151111T--lint te ligs own the project Of the P-TA for the
the *""14Pil
-Parisiansked-glirength
to hold
it one first., for, Grove, carried for 5; Baker -38.
.
year.
down while relling up 16 of their eraSned-ihraligg Centel-lee-a jir6t
Starks gained 3 at the line: BueAt the conclusion of the meeting,
down
as
the
first
quarter
ended.
own. •
hanan went to the 30; Polly made refreshments were served by stoi,
Eaker pounded the line for 1
Murray wop the toss and chose yard and on the following play it sr flYili down on Grove's 24; gents from the first grade.
to receive. Baker, powerful Paris again picked up 1 yard; Rasberry Starks• hipped WS iVily-frir-11- yards;
/seek, kicked to the Murra3f--36 war dropped tor.e yard loss; Baker Starks- again
hit the'line
3;"Defense
where Gibbs brought the oval to gained' 3 yards on a line play and 'Gibbs added a yard;'Starkstercarthe Murray 26. Starks plowed the the ball went to Murray'on downs. rind for a first dosett-Car-Pairta' Ilk-,
y
ks duk his way for a yard;
' line for 8 yards but on the next --Buchaqan's pass to Polly was
Polly blasted his way to the 3_ .....4overe
_
play laperiohnourstrusynirro_
cidp,-- ler --theyiaitoser re- uoi,lyealywn
,_ pyttx swim d.opiw. Ah,
H..,._
„
rigm_
sweg_eleret
_int:
_i ao
it_wis
'
en
4.dowe 44kchimarL

Buchauan Sparks •

*9- ards

-.

QUAIL,RABBIT
SEASON OPENS
MONDAY-7'

HOW COTTON CROP INSURANCE WORKS
75% or 507. of on overage

once,buys insurance before
O yield can be guerantsed...-O lasTheova
is planted-.
If a prelates 10orereellytelw

The quail and rabbit season opened November 24, and_quite
ber
of Murray and Calloway sportstoo
par acre Is 200 petards
men have been enjoying the week
—especially the quail-hungry.
1St'., 150 pounds
According. to reports received
.
or
--Item-- most every tection of the
so% .ioo oo.ines gee.
state,
quail are plentiful :this year,
d4thon can lee vciectoll
Partially dutlq_itie restocking WO*newer sit
gram-carried out last spring by the
haiords
Division and the sportsmen, and to
favorable seas.ons. -S. A,. Wakefield, director- of the
te
e
ej
prolect,o•
Division., of Game and Fish, calls
oil nil
et •one collo. el rellell
6":
4
"
NZ
".
T
the hunters' attention to. the fact
F--___thai the Bob White quail cannot
' be. bought or sold anywhere in
Pasha lisaawaill its
liab
lryieatnocrarrest..
-anyonethe
Zaugbfi
atg cluoial?
s
ticen
tstue
O
Wenn picking.
POUNDS

year
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.GILBERTSVILLE, Nov. 1 3.—
Preparations are advancing rapidly
the, navigation lock at the
to put the
in operation.
Kentucky
The lock structure Is practically'
complete. The great steel permanent
lastlied...auct- the.
"..
work now in progress consiii%
mostly in completing the installation of the necessary machinery to
operate the lock, and a general
clean-up and check-up in the lock"
construction area. is
Both upstream and downstream .
the navigaticut
0/01,1r. largt3..;—.---Total iouts will be paid
earth- dikes at present lock the
when they Occur...
the lock-- beat channel so as t
is 12 a day, or_ nut more .than two construction area
r of water
days' bag lImit 424) _l%
ug possession. from the river. A por/„Lpn of thi9
Rsshhits, may
dike -is being removed by a- -bpanywhere 'in the state, but no per, &mine dredge -and as soon as ai
son may have more than 16 in pos- sufficiently large opening,is made
- session at Shy time. The. daily bag in the downstream dife for the
limit is eight. The cottontail rabbit dredge to pass through, the dredge
is reported plentiful in many coun.- will proceed through the flooded
boat channel and the lock-, to the
tieCs.
imnty huntinsinicerwee are issued-upstream dike. The dredge will
for $1; state licenses, to residents, then remove the upstream dike and
are $3.
then resume oprations on the downdike until the, boat channel
bf obstructiOns7
ApprointnareTy 700 Comm fafrnels -been' in effect for Wheatithee- 11131E-tion.
IN
a 3 yard loss; -Buchanan's pass to 4 - -WAtITINGTON, 13. C., Nov. "12— In Calloway County are eligible for Every farmer. cooperating in the
et;
for
Polly
was
no
good
an
the
half
- Murraywas pienalizea 15.yards
As soon as the navigation lock is
Sales of Defense Savings Bonds "all-risk" insurance on their 1942 AAAprograms-of
S Depart-Twe plays later, piejtanan fell holding; Potty gained 2 thiough
Th0.
put into operation, river traffic *111
ment of &eiculture is eligible for
' •
ep. a mat. etaviireinn rivizippl. in that
when, policies ottered by
x
MT
i--- third. nuarter °coned with. increased 16.5 ,.per cent in gctoC RI t C
art s" l IL
Ile, 151.1t-tiallneets reecceTt- greased
the ball going to Grove on downs, ber over' September, the Treasury Federal Crop Insurance Corpora- insurance on his acreage of the
Bud Tidwell has been confined Tennessee River -which skirts the
19. Murray called time out. Starks right end for 7,-a pass, Buchanan
announced recently. tion go on sale at the county AAA crops now-behig insured.
to his bed for the' Past two weeks. construction work on the dam and
plunged the line for a 21yard gain; to Outland. was. ground"; Buc- Baker punted to Buchanan on ,the Department
43 yard line,
Total sales for the six'months since office. B. W. Edmonds, county AAA
Either 50 or 75 per cent of the ill of --pneumonisu
Buchanan was pulled down from hanan punted over the end zone.
around au-Island in the river im;
04
farmer's normal yield is -insurable
Mrs. Carlos Alexander is on the mediately behind the dam con•
Polry get loose arouna lett end the Defense Savings Pro_grarn was chairman, announced today.
behind for a 2-yard loss; Polly ' Hicks tried left end for no gain;
under
launched on .May 1 last are
the program. ,
dick
list.
Sing,
is
unimproved
at
this
for
26
Blayards
to
Paris;
place
the
ban
on
out
was
called
by
around
his
own
end
time
structionsEes. '
dashed
left
Sale of cotton insurance , is exThe insurance. covers losses from wrning. $'1.775,124,000.
.
•
for 15 yards; Buchanan passed to lock for Murray, who was injured Grove's 31; Buchanan picked up
pected to begin about the first week all unavoidable hazards, such as
Newsome.
Mr.
Mrs.
Curtis
and_
Polly for an 8-yard gain; Gibbs- in the first quarter, reentered the a yard through the line; Buchan::;-Total -cash deposits at the Treas- in January. Edmonds said,
flood
and
drouth.
of
Detroit,
spent
a
few
days
last
of
Bonds
made it a first down at midfield; game at guard for Mason; Balch an went down the sideline to- the uhy for all three series
Cotton insurance is being offered
Cost of the insurance will be bas- week with their parents and other
Polly hit the line for 1 yard; Starks carried for 3 yards around his own 1-yard line. Buchanan then took by months: May. $349.818.000: June, for the first time under the AAA ed on the actual risk of growing relatives. ,
$342,132.000;
_-_-13e-A-13egunerang
slanted off tackle for a first down right end; Resberry kicked to the the ball across for the score.", A 014,527,000;' July,
crop
insurance
program,
Which
has
cotton
-on each form, Edmonds said.
Mr. and Mrs. COM= -Alexander
fake play gave the ball to Polly August. $2o5/06 009; September,
-'
---.S.... —
on Grove's'42; Buchanan dug at Murray 37. - 4
-and son, James Ray, and Hardin '
October,
$270.713,000.
con$232,322,000:
who
went
around
left
end
to
uy
a
yard;
Bucpds
Buchanan's
peas
toOutland
was
to
the. line
Byers spent Thanksgiving with Mr.. .
-,
More Series E Bonds were sold
hanan's parSer to Saunders and knocked down: Buchanan tried vert. - 7-0, Murray.
and Mrs. Barney Herndon at WinCAMP SHELBY, Miss:, Mir. -10Polly kicked off to the visitors" in October than in any month cePolly were knocked down and the right end for 3 iirds, Polly failed
--go.
this
cept
July.
October
•
sales
of
ll and .the ball was returned to
Mr. and WI-Holton Darnell will meratie
88y=an-end-oesicred•-peas wes-in series showed an inKease or ls.
move to
Mrs.' John
Bedwell's
over
geptember.
fo
per
cent
how
it
happened:
•
Yes:
Here's
complete; following a completed
place arid Mr. and Mrs. Cecil liar-, .A soldier of the.. 38th Division
'pass. Rasberry to Norwood, Rasher- sales ofSeries E Bonds for the six
gis will go to the place vacated by -found an
monthsare
'
$694,132.000.
Sales
of
arrowhead _ on the
ry punted to Murray's 17.
the Darnells.
Bonds only by months:
grounds of Camp Shelby, Dream.
Buchanan scatted around right Series E
June, $102,517,.
Comus Alexanders, who- has beetn•ng up a-sisenderful Yoke, be toot$100.5111.000;
MaY.
end for 20 yards; Popy tried left
oft -the Sick ffsf for the last feh the +Mit flu the 113th Ordnance-000: July.-- 4145.274.000; . August,
end and carried for 2 yards; Gibbs $117,603.000t September,- $15,241,.
days, is -reported to be somewhat .Department, which has c4arge
plunged for 3 through center; Buc- 000 October, 9122.916,000.
unproved.
all
weapons. The soldier
au,
hanan went, for 8 yards and a
Bonds
F_And
sales.
Mrs_ Roby Travis and daughters preached First Lieutenant Charles Series
"11first 'down on the 50-yard stripe; showed a 16,3 per cent rise over
left for Detroit Saturday night to W. Hart, of Bardstown, 'Ky.
pony lost 1 yard on two success- September. Sales by months for
join Mr' Travis 'Who has been
CLEANED."...
"Sir, do you know the calibre at
RESSES
lye plays ahd Buchanan was trap- Series F and G Bonds: May, $249,.
employed in that city for some- this projectile?"
for a 7-yard loss on an at- 237.000; June. $212,010,000; July,
time:
Now the bommerang part of
tempted pass; Buchanan's pass was
August. $148.003,000;
Mr. and Mrs. Reggie Byars and this story is that ,the - lieutenant
intercepted
by
Rasberry:
Baker
t
i
e
96
pie
8
3
m
7b
.
r.r.;
$127,086,000;
Octobw,
C
daughter. Wanda Mae, spent last did soon. He checked it on the
stained 3 through the line: Eaker's 9147,796.000.
Sunday as the' guests 4.1111c. and department's _instruments, and then
by Maecan
All figures are rounded to tfie
Mrs. Comes Alexander. —
_ made an "Ofincial' report. telling
Esker was toasie4 fr a yard loss
ousands
, --„0.
uuna_Aocliana.iixs.aasaLgIsat the soldier the luau): of the flint
Alriiiiik-Sesuritulty eteaned-arttlypresseil—
at micIfield; PolTy tool( Ras
Saturday nlg,ht as the guests of arrowheads. its _use, how it was
punt on Murtay's
his mother, Vh•rs. Arlie Young.
replaced_by the gun. .
Gibbs 'nicked up a yard as the
A few of our neighbors have
Lieutenant Hart, you see, 'is' by
S
TS
TROUSERS
third period ended.
UILOING
slaughtered hogs anti it fs making by vocation a technical expert on
2-tor
Polly drove his way for a 22 Pait-47e
Mr. and Mrs. Ancil :Griffin. Mr.
firearms, but by 'avocation is a
us hungry for some fresh meat.
yard gain; Polly rambled to Grovels and Mrs, Sandy Outland of Detroit
collector and student of arrow.
30 for a first down; Polly found are visiting Mr. and Mrs. ToriTmy
heads!
Read %he classified column.
DeLUXE CLEANING
yards at left tackle; Buchanan Atkins and Mr. and Mrs. I. B.
plbqged for 5 yards and Polly Griffin this week.
made it a first down. Time out.
Mrs. Pat Mardis and son are
Starks rt•pte
tas Rule for Murray.
her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Buchanan
t around right end Danny Edwards.
for 3; Polly MHO to gain; BucPaschall Kemp has returned to
HELPS OUR SERACE Mal
Murray, Ky.
719 W. Popular St.
hanan again -raced around Gr`osfa's Dearborn, Mich., after a two-weeks'
SOLVE isaaP98NKFAL5
right end for 15 yards -to place the visit with his parents, Mr. and
ball on the Tennesseans' 39; Starks, Mrs. Claud Kemp.
11111%...
on a reverse.' gained 3 -99-ri:••
Mr. and bire -Claud Steel and
was thrown for a 3 yard loss: -son, John C.. attended church at
Buchanan's pass to Outland was East Hickory Grove Sunday. •
incomplete. Russell .replaced OutThose visiting in the home of
land who was injured. Buchanan Mr. and Mrs. Claud Kemp last
week
included Mr. and Mrs. Norkicked to Paris far doamfield.
Baker gained 3 yards at the line; man Kemp and daughter of Akron.
King plowed for 2; King's pass to 0., Mr, and Mrs. Clint Kemp. Mrs.
MOTION PICTURES FOR FIRST itiO TRAINING RECREATION PROGRAMS
Waddy was no good; Rasberry Dole Kemp, Mr. and Mrs. Harry
TO SAFESUMU) UVES TO CHEER PATIENTS
MEN IN HOSPITALS
Mangrum of Akron, Mr. and Mrs,'
kicked to Paris' 49:
- Buchanan got loo4e for 28 yards Hillard Manyirum - and daughter,
apd went to Paris' 23; the Parisians and. Mr. and Mrs. Jones of May1 ODA Y, as always, the American Red Cross is on the front
were offside and a penalty put the field.
ball on the 18; Buchanan found 3' Mr. and Mrs. Dock Kemp and J.
•tines el the Nation's defense. Its biggest job jor the emergency
LAST
'PAIRS OF,A- KIND OF SUEDES,
off right tackle. Paris Called time T. Harrel will leave Monday for.
- Is linking Uncle Sam's soldiers and sailors to the home front.
"
'
PATENTS, AND KEDSKINS—
out. Polly managed-to pick Up 3 Harbert. Ind., to make their home.
forces.
Red Cross workers travel with America's far-flung
around his own tight end; Buc,
Mr. and Mrs. Dale. Travis of
bringing
comfort
able-bodied,
of
the
--untangling
the
problems
hanan gained
yards to make it Washington, D. C.. are the guests'
. and cheer to the disabled.
first down and goal td go. Rule, of the former's mother, Mrs.' W. D.
in for Gibbs,'slipped across for the McKe41.
Walter Edmonds has been Conafore. The try for point was no
PAIRS OF FALL & WINTER
good. Score: Murray 13, Grove 0. lined to- his bed . for several days
• with illness.
Buchanan picked up 8 ya
Charles Kemp was absent from
around right- end but Murrese Was
penalized 15 yards for roughness school last week because of a
case of tonsihtis.-7Tillie.
severe
as the game ended.
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NAVIGATION LOCKS
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FINE CLEANING CAN BE DONE
AT LOW PRICES!
,
IWondays ancrineeithiye, cash & Carry

S
.
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COATS
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Coy MODEL Cleaners
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22111WV.
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_SALE! 538 Pairs- of

FALL SHOES

MILK

Gives that extra drive
and jump to basketball
players w h o must be
able to go at top speed
throughout the game.

-

1

•
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Read'the. Ledger & Times' Classified Adds,

•

DRESS SHOES

temetm.....m.,..merembet.met+otellitetielleteseet.tortalot.emeemobotemet

A 130TTL A DAY
--WILL KEEP-YOU
TOPtONDITIONV

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

Values

To

WE HAVE IT — WE WILL GET IT
01117 CANT BE HAD

-EQUIPPED
TO
SERVE

HAMS &FURS

YOU
II "

THZ-siTHLETE'S
Si

-

HEU.O,'EVERYBOI
. •
Teitaca_Semice Station oaltith Street_aear

FAVORITE
DRINK!

'

the Murray State campus is reidy to serve' you
Can your car wfthstand its icy blasts? Bring it

L_.

and
'
-.around and let, us give it a caref,u1 lubrication

t

checio•up. Make your ear TICK with Texaco!

Murray Milk Products
COMPANY —
Murrity, Kr,
Telephone 191
_

WE PAY HIGHEST
MARKET PRICES!

`under. new management. Winter is almost here.

CROSS SPANN, JR.

T. Wallis & Son

TEXACO SERVICE-:STATIQN
7 1412 W. Main SCreet

SUEDES, KIDS. and
PATENT13!
Blue. Wine. Stack.
and Brown!

pair

'4"

AIR-STEPS
TRW-A.I.ONG
ODDETTES

$3.98

ADAM

/'

BROWNBILT SHOE $1101111
106 S. 5th St.

Phone 106-W

Murray, Ky.

"Buy High and Sell Low"

Teleph•ne 301-

-
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TIMES, MURRAY,--KENTUCRY_

OUR DEMOCRACY

This Week la
Detente- - -

Publisher Of

e
S

•

President Roosevelt sent identical
"fentacky's Greatest Weekly Newspaper"
letters. to UMW President Lewis
Consolidation of The Muirsi Ledger, The Celloway Times, and Tlse and -to the steel company represenTimes-Herald, October 20. 1928 .
•'. tatives Bertiamin ,Fairless. Eugene
Grace and .Frank Purnell stating
ITS A5
'Published E'very Thortfoxy- iioon at 103 NOrth -Fourth St, Murray, Ky. "work"-in the 'captive, mines must
SIMPLE
retbduhence . . ;The issue in disEntered et the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for Tranwaissiou as
pute . . : does' not justify a stopAS THIS.'
Second Class Matter
page of work hn.a grave national
crisis .
bandsa ,
w.5111••••••••••••
The 'President asked the four
Member
'leaders to "allow the matter of the
starlaTION
Kentucky Press Assocation
. EVERYBODY
shop_ in_the captive, mi
-r
National Editorial Asiocistion
tomain in status quo for the
WHO
New
• Phis
0••••• • Saw* •
period of he national emergency . PREVENTS
or else to accept final arbikr
,
Subscription Rates:-In kiv*
ongressional-District
and Henry and
A FIRE Stewart nut:diet Tenn, $1001
; Kennicky, $1.50: Elsewhere, $2.00. tration._ He said any agreement
rent-Pod would- have no effect on
•
Advertising Rates' and Information socks Calloway County market the UMW' Closed -shop agreement
A/ch•t
••,,
r upon.ftpliama
kririnan
• ire effetet_with notithar_
_ We reseri•e `the relit to reject any advertielngletters Ito the Editor, mental mines.
In e me_esafar-t/r the CIO convenor Public Voice items whicluin our oainion is not Icr--the.best interest
tion- ek.Detroit the-President said
Of our readers.
7.-democratic-Ireedems ire
protected from tge....nEerld scourge"
.• PHOIIIE SS
of Hitierism. "free trade uni
and alt other tree Institutions will

AID FOR DEFEIVS

•

...s
-Ant surewery-tommunity is
every community,w
'
fiiise name and fear is

•

government we are to get ' away from this
the
Submink•actIng
hodge-podge way of. building on
n. Together
thinig
engarges
The Maritime Commission an- -c4hb
which- many roads and completing none
nounced that because it started 14 patronage coupled with it,
of them.- - ..
.
months ago to "farm out" contracts unfortunately is most'interesting to
Much Money has „been ..used to.
to small manufacturers, it Is now many local-followers, it was an
drag roads and then they be left
receiving machinery and equip- important. Meeting to many.
be destroy-em by the elements
inent for the emergency ship conThe road commissioner made a to
struction program from 450 con- wonderful National Defense- speech. and traffic with little or no gradcerns in 32 states. The Treasury De- A more receptive group of hearers. ink. , It is unthinkable of the
money
ynowhmicahintheasn
partment issued a booklet on pro- could not be found. However,
cedures called "Doing Business with tle encouragenient was gained as to used to begin roads and then left
maintenance,
lit- i.amounotaI
ti why entet
the Procurement Division." Copies
- loc;aldoroandotimhoprlodvemaneynt.position hi
are available without charge from
should not some move be
the Treasury Procurement Division,
department, but made by rural sections to petition
Washington, D. C. The Contract approach to the
- Ifighway department to
-Mk a the -State ,
citizen arid-le
private
a
as
Distribution Division opened nine
contribute to remedy this situation7. If somemore field offices to bring the total life ambition to
nature is not atA
mid improvement, end largely thing of this
to 86.
deeply concernd with tempted the loss is so apparent that
, Coke and Coal
-_-__:- - - . local: I am
the- -vet-- move- of the centralized
Fuel Coordinator Ickes 'reported the road ITUualleti- as'the local
department will be to repeal the
coke production during the first 10 road problem is somewhat of • an
rural allotment for roads.
months of this year was 16 per cent .orphan.
Priebably the' rural highway getup
_ffz_lalk_.
'
greater than during the COT '
-the-opportunity
'
ing period- last year. A record pro- to - Commissierter- Donaldson prlv--- -was conceived of - Id "'create i
duction of 65.000,000 tons is indicat- ately and to hear again the probe during ;the de,pression and for po_norposes,_ but the pest poe
ed for the cemplete ..yo,ae 14.::
..,,_ed
eke -also said production of funds for road construction. The "co move IS re-aiii5VCIIITT'llare'
Pennsylfania anthracite coati comtnissioner _add me that the' rant misuse of funds and ask that
through October, 1941, was nine pee' Rorer Highway department with allotments fur rural roads be spent
cent above the correspOnding period the NW Mid satrted or pertly i•ni- under one- head, which would
al 1940. If the percentage Is main- proved 10.000 miles of. road, and afeen .more improved rural roads
tained, he said, total 1941 predue- trifle highway -departMent-shOutd-andwould create a perpetual mainthin will approximate 56,000,000 take' over. all this - road work it tenance organization.
tens, the !argent g.kw,jigtt„, _, •
_
. Ifighway.,-Dapattaa•rat...._ - .10iiys to Sell ittifirise Stamps
Of
"
811
481-should no longer hate behind the
The Treasury DepartniEnt an-_"
se-es fc'i'mainteuance
-We
adrnftted-thet- the-Ram& -1140-"iiitike of an an organization
nouneecl plans have been complet- ''''
way setup was a duplication of ,
ed with newspaper circulation. man- overhead expense and was wrong rural highway department which
by the tests-,
was not-contemplated
agers fo,r 500,000 newspaper carrier 'beeves. -it incurred-extra-overhead 1.h/fa-that
The
passed the jaw.
boYs fersell Defense Savinli Stamps
'4
because of the added laW
enticecontemplated
the
only
but
agri
direel
eamere
to American homes.
,
et'at
mileage he did not know how to tion of $2,0001300 for rural roads
4,icniture
_remedy the situation. He stated Or farm-to-market roads, to be
The Department Of
that the regular maintenance or- handled by the State Highway Deadditional improvement in the
with its egnipment could partment.. - But
apparently this
demand for farm products is indi- genization
handle all the
cated for the _next few mannuraa_._eactre smonomically_
law resulted in a use for ' patronmoney
work
and
save
road
county
result of increaseki censiuner inage only.
time do more
T. O. TURNER
comes and increased Government /nit at the -same
allotted
money
the
work
for
Toad
buying. Farm incomesfrom marketsaki it was deHe
counties.
the
to
ings ---Lakeased l3 pet cent -more
than the normal seasonal gain dur- plorable that -so Many road . firoing the period from June to -Sep-- jects had 'been started and. Left CHEW BIG SHOT TWIST
The Department afarr_re
, ineomph•• te by the different asete,_
ported 10,420,000 persons employa--ct"'
•• alp muitupc, es of November I;
thc g4'`t
"
-44ilih."'" lic-Pai4e-tliefurtr WHOLESALE tinteLaRY
the lowest -November level since ment takes full control of the work
are coneati----,agencies
diiet
,
*1
1925. Secretary Wickard announced-3
4-dl
establishment of a nation wide or dated . into one."/ do not see how*affixation qtlarrners and Depai-t11Deni .warkenr-*
--nrarice- vtarts for.
i tural post-war program.

mutt tks-

EvERYSOCrY
a lay an
•ithout interruption, and
WHO
the American people and their
PREVENTS OR
ermined that
AVOIDS AN
dividuals. Dr. William Mason, who died Sunday'after an we shall have the
ACCIDENT Agreement_With
illness of several months, was that kind of individual,.
The_Santo-Deniartment a
•
Muria)
; would be here today if there had been no
an agreement has been reach
Dr_ William Mason practicing his profession here over a Mexico providing: 1. The-settling
for American Jaequarter of a century period, but many who are welt ac- a final fair
taken oe'er.
o
'
mexpirco
quainted with our city and its people would -)Wver hart- tiroletun
visited - us. For they came here becatse- of _hint, .and
3arnent 2. Mexico
once as a tpken paP
$40e09,000-in full settlement
aanse
the hospital
.
. 4---.
etairnik at a"
trilthmullity'ktfirenerat-anCregia'rienWhat his practite In MUrtay meard te.thtfrom a dollars and cents standpoint. howeyer, is unirn:
otir
ae
tfcauncoafl trade treaty tuCil be.nit A
twirtlint when compared with the greater_xoorl lie per- ed at asice. 4. The Uritted States to
formed_ ill restorthe ailing mien_ women and children to mos ide a - $40.000 oce stabilization
health, and the still more noble accomplishment of re_ fund to maintain'the peso at its
preeent rate 5: The U. S. to purinssviiration to
nekvinghope in the depreesed,-:ind giving
w_,
Chase up to 6.009.00Q_Ounees of
thosilLin despair.
- - -"-riewly-mined Mexicaresihrer month001,06 NIS air OR NEN
As•a new-corner it would be ridiculous, as well as-im- 4y. 6 The- Export-Import" Bank- to
rata' to attempt--M-coMment--St--letfe-h---egtsbi
McIver,
"
--—
to oxe made available in initialon what Dr. "William-- Mason meant to Murray and Cello- faents'
of $10000000 a-year-to aid
Way County. for he was probably affiliated with almost Mexico in des:eloping her highways. on all ships as fast- as they are! year. The three dasiloyers were
MurrIere-.tbe birthplace of radio. 1
armed.
.
I five moa6las ahead of schechae and
.
...„ el:cm:institution, and_ nsovernant riesigned .,and . declicated_lepg-loale Aid --The -Maritime Commission report.]the suffenarines three months.
The Department of Agriculture
to the community welfare, hut asa _near neighbor we have
reported nearly 1.650.001).000 pounds ed the keels,. of 21 Liberty ships Army Ordnance
-observed over the past. decade arida
: half that his
were
lead during October to bring
President Roosevelt staked Conof agricultural commodities costing
attracted iriiire people- to ' this cummunity; possibly.
hospital''
than almost 3200.009000r
re delivered the total to 76 Four Of'these cargo gress for a supplemental appropriships-were..
launched'
hi
-October,
any other institution here- with the exception of Murray sci repFes
ation of $6.687.000.000 for the War
--e-_nESTR•et- -OT--th
;
- -zh
euinte("reel
drum Ito
State Teachers College,4n4 he was as much a part of the Government_ far' Lend-Lease AV'--ancto.hree more are scheduled to be Department. including $3.720.000,006
The Deniiirisit Enfierteihuwent
for ordnance and $779,000,000 for
menefr.00st the beginning of opera.
' great state institution-as
this rEonth. The Commis- the-Air Corps. Army Chief of Ord-' •''
jawns-iii-Agril
tio
There was no Itol.ibie to get a
up to October 1 An- launched
..•;,,4i..,. ,R9ii added fOtkr 'hips to its six- wmee wesson, speaking . in Hart_
Dr
Dr. -Mason was a...pioneer. in his profession. But he
:prowl
, Deodneti
. •
•
_
large turnout to Meet the man
,;,L7
171ip tie:nil:lig.fleet to help turn -oat foed
m rclium
ve
. S.
and most sought, of any adm'Inietration
Was more than a- man -of iscitnce. He was a community cos,ese. aelid mile. evaparwt
Conn
tallo
saidhalI
seamen
for
the
deck.
greater
ltght
f
ire
em, walt .arici lard, made- tip.the'
t
t
ea head, Mr. Donaldson, v1.0-.. the
: leader and, ass,euch. hiadea:th is: a community' loss.
name'
arti steward's departments- power.
ineneliVerability 'and speed *honor guest.
most important _ groups or cotn- c -.
1942
•
and-1943,
----ran European models Ss well as
modities.
Mr. Donaldson makes the decision
-0'
- -111URillAYS PAYROLL
- 'Many times the powers of endure on matters nearer to More rural
state Seecetary Mil announced Wavy
, ,.
a Lend-Lease, agreement has • been
The Navy announced captive by ance." He said the Ordnance ,De- people than any other officiaL be' . _ 3Cerehants, and others in business--iii Nurrit3'. - are atsluid. with Iceland.- --the U. S. Cruiser Omaha in Allan- partrnent has also developed .a light cause more people are interested
..
Jig
equatorial waters of the German anti-tank artillery
"capable in road improvement than . any
. chalking up nice - volume increases each 'week and month !Innate of *Merekent Eaton
presieeet Roosevelt signed the: ship. Odenwekl. which was sailing of knocking chattily-known tank at
.
ovftlhe satffe perissid of 1940.
'very great ranges."
legillation to repeal the ,three kel under "U• S. Colors- The isgul
i
Set oral changes in local' cOnditions are responsi'ble• see-noes
Army Health
of the-Neutrality Act. srhe merchant ship was owits way tr
tucli as the increased priee of farm,commodities, the im- President also requested from Con_ Yokohama to Bordeaux with a
The Wer.„Departrnenft announced
--.1011-ty front -.All persons..-who --aro holding
-itrtliez-jiteistOtk and dairy indtintries-,-and the--arerww-weve-allnirifetslaa-worrsprm--tion for the- Natter. incluchnla $120 - and American - made. 'automobile disease now is less than one-tenth claims against the estate of P. E
filf-P, hut rist nt-the rhiof riaskrcans far the enhetontial
pleas tin" with
0001100 for '!cie ense insta tions" tares. Seeitleary nes -told
-what it was in 1917-111. and 'the. ye-- Mulean. wed.
erease_of money insirculation in Murray, and other corn- Sri merchant ships. Navy Secretary conference the Odenwald 'WZIS" one titres' doesse_iate
Hazel, on or be=loss than half J. M. Marshall,
Illssitietilfr€S11Ctwity Coun11-,is the TenDeasee 'Valley' Au- Knox No the firft armed U. S. of a number of Gernsitn shies which what it was at that time. Chief Of fore December 1, or be forever
barred from collecting same.
-thority payroll for land clearance which was rreated'some nisrFhant vessels %vat tx plying the had been chartered to Japaliese -in- Army Morale Osborn said most of
J. M. MARSHALL,
seas -within a week He said ships terests.
the
LSO
use
buildings
be
in
weeks ago and - which is now growing week by week. ,.
Administrator
plying both the Atlantic and Pa, Three destroyers. a• -selineesine by Christmas. The Army also an-Those who may hold some doubts as to the economic eine will be armed, The whiling of and the battleehip Indiana(were nouriced field houses are being built
•
effect this great public agency is haying, on our cossuistm. .the ships will require three to rod} launched-snaking a total of three in 37 camps to furnish additional
ity life have but to take notice of the increased activity months to complete, The Navy will battleships, 18 destroyers and 13 recreational facilities during whiter
put gun crews of from 12 to 18 men submarines launched sp. far this monthsin our stores on TVA paydays, and the period ImmediateCivilian Supply •
4
by following.
fall. This is not France; however, and the difference is
Director of Civilian Supply HenAs headquarters for some of the Authority's mein ..that virtue is in the Majority here, even though the _same derlitan .announced passenger car
-production during February, 1942,
divisions we have as citizens scores ofthe leading officials vices are all-too.prevalent.
, asset etn Ployet*,.aa&-Idurray -is-getting --her 'Sham
-the -prosent:ernergency it is Um possfble- to -overdo ettli-lte ;reduced by 66--per cent as
compared with production lb Feb-major payrolls at Kentucky Dam because of out modern the „Tatter of flag waving. Here in Kgntucky Lyter -Don- ruary. 1941-fronr 396,000 cars. to
mercantile establishment,-'-banking instituTionit, eatirft- aidseti- eati-dojno iretter -job than todertVei--fhe kind of IMMO 'tars. An - OPM' aUtcitriettive
and amusement houses and other, advantages. "
speech he delivered here in 31iirray in every city, loss'n committee recommende4 the effecAs•titne goes by -Murray will benefit in increasing and hamlet' in the Commonwealth, despite the fact he tive. date for the order banning
bright work from automobiles be
measure- by -the TVA program, and:when power is fida-ilY said
about his job of maintaTaing and building our postponed from December 15 to
available at the Xentikki-pam switchboard induetry• Is highways and bridges: -Nor can Kaltenborn perform any December 31, The OPM made tenas certain to make - use-of it here: and elsewhere in' thf's more valua-ble public- service thtn to keep on visiting de- tative idiom/lima of 112 airplanes
to U. Sa commercial airlines during.
section, as it has followed in the wake of power darn de- Tense plants and telling us of what he sees and hears.
1942.
velopment from the mountains of North Carolina and East
'Tennessee_ to the very borders of Kentucky; or just
'
as far
In a war-torn world, the
-as'transmission• lines can reach.
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THE BEST TRADITIONS OF
_THE OLD KENTUCKY'
HOME

..4,,ter.re-Editor

are ever observed

KENTUCKY
HOTEL ,
Louiaville's Newest and Up-to-Date in All

:Executor's Notice

,./

in the Service, Cotatirl
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Write TUSHER IfILAM, Manager

for Reservatio0
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Christmas
Cards

•

Spirit of Christmas is more real, more vivid, this yeJr
than ever before for those of VS who are privikged to enjoy our Liberty. Your
relatives, your fricndi, the boys in_ training camps—all will anureciate a Chr!slmis
Grectin2 Card this Holiday Season.
—

• PROGRESS1N DEFENSE
In a national emergency there are, so Many disconcerting develOpmebts in a democracy such as our that
one fli" birth to become alarmed over . internal disunity,
and is sometimes inclined to 'doubt l5iirsfbilitS• to cope
- With tht, dangers faring us.
.
.For that reason if does_ps goodLat times. to fo.a110
.
--of the tver..--le-yaside the neyt-sthe eveiling newsca4
piiper.-with its' frightening headlines and listen to refwell,
balanced': sensible, calm appraisal of the.„Wrirld's
economic. and military situation, its it tipplieS to us, by
,
p•ers!.,ti wkosse -record-in publit . life justifithis roMmoni
bearing' weight. Such ass-appraisal was giva •by ,such
perecityitEre laSt.weel w4ien-4:-14.ter Donaldson contmiSf,
..triner
Illertraye. addreeeeci
the largest gathrrTit-men in Murra.-Irr-iniso months.
.
Another public fisrire who tuusit. have ilispire4 most 1--peo'ple who heard him was 14: V;1(atenborn, noted radIi
whti.has been mr-ttrePac'lfk
si7ffie e'l-the-"p-ri-nelpat aeternit'-fiktrtorlet.- Inbredik
]a.-t.'
'unday he stated that one gets disrotrraged in Wash.
ir,gt(ii, bot'enOyuraged-Vhen he gerS---ot4t -and vt••• sortiti
f'obi- defense factories and sees_ what is going on in the
tnat,ter of broviding our army and nary with fiyhtifig
- •
equillnent and - producing arms for, our allies.
wd
dicussions by Donaldson. and. _Kalteithorn
little, if anlything, in cornmon, yet- one who ileadd
cannot- help but being- inspired: Donaldson' twit- -was
-the 'type of. government that has given Artieriearls the
:highest standeed of living:,on earth, and Kaltenborn, in,
.7 pired"confidvnesI 0ust-s
-15111tr:Iti maintafn .democ•xixtic
S.
.
ibstatations.
.1t_triikes es' mighty 'blue to read and hear so mach
41),ost strikes; politicsl ineffic,ency and outright corrirp- lion in ourbrAriviAt 'country,' hut it is fine to realize that
, - the ovei!whelming majority of our - people are 'patriotic,
'
that most pi our obblic servants-are trustworthy and that, lifittilltitYi funclioning More smoothly in this ci,untry, de.;
..I)ite the gangsters in: ranks of organized labor,. than - any.
• ..
where else on earth. - It makex'us shudder - to .-think. what happened. to
...France and to rea,hz_e why it..'happened. It ,Jeause. chills,
to run .ttp and 'dowtri'ourInes to note so- many,syrnptom.1.
In'Ottr-Irett-socitty
the
-that-tensed ,FOritytee's`tloevh,

ie
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:
!I. E. MeCULLUS1, JR. Says.
• "Its easyfor me to recommend Mantels
Cigaretterto myfriends. They are mild
and smonth-add #though-of -the highest-quality, they actually cost leis than
-other!Wands in the same clam."

111.;11.4111•11961.:LLIAL,
As•lin•so•••.
_= PlImilhealame••• .11umns•Mal

Box of Christmas
Greeting Cards FREE!
to Subscribers
•

I3lor14.1a:Askl.ouraelf
- ,Ifyou-evarginokett—
a better tigarette at any price. Mamelai--4145I mild, really Mild. Aland* are smooth. But
with all t
iht4
smoothness, they
halve a rick, round, aatisfying taste that
reaches deep dayati to let you Kn• ow )ou're
smoking .
make:you glad you-are!
!STEP,'Vs0 neorriaree„ Piet sinteitis, Pa.

And we truly - wisasiTFREE! Wi'lrave
whi2V-we will
tisk paper. OW subscribers who renew
these beautiful Christmas Greeting
-51esirt--90G retail.

Arming CanivialtaLes

For each one year's Aubsciaitiiii in cash covering
new:" renewal, Or paying up_delinquent_subscription,

140 more Christmas Card%
1.41 bi manwtartered rtris
year! Only a limited suy.
ply is available. Subscr•be
sow to lg sure of jetting
your Cif

the publisher of-this paper win-give you one box of
18 Christmas Cards-retail value of 90
0.

Come in and See Them
_

The supply of these cards is !ignited and we reserve the
right to withdriw 'flit
offer when the supply is
exhausted.

$1.00 Per Year
50 In

Kentucky

••••Ink,
•

"at -

•

••• •••

-.ewe
••

•

•

•-

--Here's Our Offer

evila

•

secured a special select;nn of Chrrstmla
,
give to those who become subSertise..s totheir subscriptions will aifo receiver .1 ball
cards. Boxes contain 18 cards- id-413.1

In Calloway

County

$4190 Etiewbere
. . -

16 NI

•

•

•
•
•

•
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Cherry Corner
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'

PlEttE TIDIES

good number werespresent Standay
factory In Parts, Bill was hit by!
night for the integesting program
a piece of machinery and the inpresented by the Genus Quartette.
jured. leg is giving him at lot
Mr. Genus plans to begin a music
The people of "this community trouble.
school at Cherry. Fifteen have enare proud to see it turn cold for
Mr. and Mrs. .T. B.,Jackson en.
rolled. By means of this school;•we
they want to, kill hogs.
- tertained several friends at dinner
hope to determine and develop our
Dorothy Jackson has returned Sunday.
musical talent 'and thus make our
home from visiting relatives in
Mrs. Mollie Barnhill is quite 111
worship services more interesting
lahteray: We all hope she had a with an attack of asthma.
to others.
nice time.
-Mason Barnhill was the guest ot
The Cherry division of the WMS
We are very sorry to report the Sfrs.and Mrs: Burton Jackson Sun.
met in the home of Mrs. Burnett
death of "Uncle Dave" Jackson. day afternoon.
Outland _last Tuesday for a Study of
Our sympathy goes out to the famiLittle Se Jackson spent thd
mission work in Kentucky. Twelve
ly.
Week-en:IV as the guest of her members and three visitors were
,Mr.
and
Mrs.
Lester
Jackson
and
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. T. H.
present for the inspiring lesson prefamily spent Saturday night with Jackson and son.
Pared and -taught by , Mrs. Sadie
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Tommie
Jackson
Mrs. Travis Merrell and ball
Johnson.
Wad son.
spent a fetv days with Mrs. J.
. Mrand Mrs._ Otis Henry and Rose
Bill Jackson and Dewey Brisen- Jackson. They were Friday callers
were guests in the home of Mr. and
Ji/AivirA
HELEN
Ri.trAt
-AfARTNA Lou
dine are 'working at the balloon of Mrs. Buster Buie: s - -IH
Mrs. C. B. Henry Sunday afternoon.
NAL J.
GENTRY
NAYS
Miss Clarice Gamblin
Mr. and Mrs. Wilma Heath and
guest arbliss_lirenda...tdcao GlarCOM
Mrs. Perry Hendon were visitors otT
Upchurch and son, Mr. and Mrs'. Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Heath Sunday.
W. O. Vaughn and family, ol.MurSure hope the Faxon Coyotes -,Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Hargi„s
:
niaTheirs
Etheflithigil, and son, of Detrott_ Mr. and Mrs. her 18.--Whipperwill.
and family Thanksgiving Day.
E. R. Sanders and daughter, Mrs.
Herbert Alton and ion, tebre SunMrs. Zora rienaon spent several
day
guests of Ur.- and
days with her daughter, Mrs. Euple
Vaughn.
'
Baucum,aand family of Memphis,
Garlcut Hutson left for. Detroit
Tenn., recently. '
Sunday afternoon With Mr. and
- - School News
Mrs. Bil "
"staa dLUitiased WednesdaY- . . Mrs. er. - • s
111100O-fOr-E65pera
cell
-firan
Sunday jtetsi
P
esident 1 celebrating ThanksVA0‘115
tors of Mr. and Mrs. Ben Grubbs.
giving, a week,earlier than was set
TUCKE•Z
WILL/ANSON
COVINGTON
R/CIINFAN
Sasesosss
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Forsythe,
aside and observed by our fofte
of Point Pleasant, - were' Sunday
Prescriptions
fathers for years in the past.
visitors of ar. and Mn. Wesley Accurotely and Carefully
The hotior roll for the fourth
• Fourteen Murray* Mak College rfort; Tenn., is a member of thee
Adams.
month follows:
'
students' have been selected for Kappa Delta Pi, honorary educe7
Compounded of Purest
Ifedlie Ferguson killed some nice
First grade, Dan Parker.
listing in the 1941-'42 edition of lion fraternity; president of the
Drugs
hogs
Monday.
Third grade, C. A. Bucy, Thothas
"Who's Who Among American Col- Commerce Club. a member of Sock
D. Forrest.
.••••••re
leges and Universities", according and Buskin. and UM International
Mrs. Henry Morris visited in
Fourth grade, Edward .G. Russel.
Kirkland,. Texas to an announcement made by Dean Relations Club.
Paris TueSday.
. . No. 3 of a Series
What Do You Know About Beer?
Sixth grade, Jean Parker, Alma
194
Nov.
18,
Grooms
Ws M. Caudill.
Miss Catherine Gean Sanders was
Miss Lattie Venable who ls
SUPPLIES
The
E.edger
&
Times
With deep regret we report the
Among those Murray State stu- majoring in art is- a senior froth absent from school -a few days'this
loss of two students. Alton and-Dvar Ethttw,
•
listed this year are the Stua- Murray _slha less member of the week,due to a cold'and sore throat.
westrier
--noW
•
AtiiVarlftliwn Ridihg4,•Whci are trioal-' The fall
- 'Mrs. Leis'Freela
—iict-ts
BUILDING & FARM
ing this week. They are moving made - to order. It is warm and dent- Organization president,. the Portfolio Club, and student three- list this week. .
•
1941 Football Queen, and 1941 All- tor of this year's marionette show.
are
about
two
f
eed
miles
-cotton
.
and
west
Lynn
Grave"
windyand
Several
of
people
from Detroit' are
HARDWARE
Quern Laftd
apeedeatkissoaltaidifittiyiAtg- Oohdayr--'
where Mb- plan to 'tiff& schOorttritairand betni-Vlaettrirr-barris• American basketball star. • _ _ _
soon. While we stiffer a 'great loss We have had a few light frosts but
Each yeg4114:54.1tthe book • Miss Nancy siorris. senior from, here. - ArrittnV- thern are: Mr. and
our varmennuy, as- wen
10 our you STTIT-SeeTDIsitTrIZTO011 RTKI nowt contains
atueents Guthrie, Ky., is 1941 Football mm!. Bin aammons ana son, Error:Ks, .
school, someone else will receive a ers are still blooming. Every who are being listed for the SeeWarrick Wilson, Mr. and Mrs. John
Queen. Miss Norris is a .member
gain of untold worth.'
of
the
advantage
farmer is taking
ond year, and in this section will of the Student Organization, - and Gilbert Sykes, Mrs. Lillie Sykes
Est. 1897 Murray, Ky.
and
sons'. Freeman and' Milton.
perfect weather.
appear the following . Murray stu- the Home Economics Club; and is
Read the classified ads.
John McCuiston "and sister, Miss
j attah-ded%
ia.
-V-10/18 toward "a double major Mary McCuiston. returned to Derelive - meeting --st-eitildress-en
Miss /Cathleen Winter, lathryn
troit this, week eccomPanied by
November 6 and there stood 300 Goheen, Annie Lou Roberts, Dewey in home economics and English.
A-AIVERYONE IN-THE STATE!
suet, Miss Lela -MeCuistom bales of cotton to be ginned. Of Jones, and Peter Koss.
Miss Leah'
senior their
Mr. and Mrs. John Gilbert Sykes,
All Workers in Kentucky's legal beer business—
course with three units in. operafrom
Murray,
-is
president
of
,the
Mrs. Utile .§xises and Mrs. Erie
the Aged—the Poor—the Blind,-the Schools and
tion they will gin lots -of cotton. . Those iseeiving-the- recognition Portfolio Club, and a member of Sanders were ,visitors of Mrs. Velda
The house was also full of cotton. this year for the first time are as the Household Arts Club. She is Alton'and- son, Jimmie,
other State institutions are supported in, part by
Friday.
They gin about nine bales an hour. follows:
LiGHTHOUSES ARE TAU; yearlI.,
Sykes visited in the
majoring
in
home
economics.
Lettie
beer taxes (more than a million dollars
Miss
Martha
Lou-Hayi, home ecAll gins here are not so crowded
-horne of Mr. and.Mrs. Rupert SanBECAUSE OF THE EARTH'S
James
Rickman.
senior
from
Pahalf
the
cotton
onomics, major, is a senier .frem
but the Co-op gins
Q—What is the beer industry doing to protect 'these '
ders Friday night.
CL/INATuRF.-.A1,5
tray.-K.s.--Ple is/ -a Atenallee-af-111K6LATe-ta.amiautc.r.s.12121.
--Mreerodeadeseateltri-failbeet
1 this rourity.
"
-benefits?
later
drifting
South
Ducks
are
Alpha,
men's
honorary
musics
frathe Portfolio Club, president hf
sperft Friday night with Mr. and
ABOVE THE WATER, A "
th4s year and %VP. have seen very Sae. Household Mtn- Club, and a ternity; and president of Kappa Mrs. Everton Dodd.
A—THIS COMMITTEE WORKS with, law officers
LIGHT 15 ViSIRE FOR
feel flocks flying over. Quail -are member of the Girl's Clee Club.
Delta Pi. He will receive his daMr. and Mrs. Rupert Sanders and
„
to 'clean up or 'close up" any law-vioiatiN,
plentiful here than in. previous
daughter were ' bedtime callers of
t
;
.
3 MILES; AT 40 FT, IT
Miss Anne Howell Richmond. gree jn music,
Undesirable, unwholesome retail beer places.
years. There are a large number
and'
Mut
Vaughn
Mr
T.
-A.
and
mt.
CAN BE SEEN FOR 8
of coyotes here and they can be daughter of President J. H. Mehl. Bob Covington.'padacah, Ky., is and- Mrs. IMO Simmons and son,
-111=b this drive getting results?
•
heard howling every afternoon and mond, Is a tunior majoring in a junior majoring in English.
Thursday.
MILES, AND AT 100 FT
IL I.. Hardy Jr., Fulton, Ky... is
night. Hardiman County has hired English.
Mrs. Ciotitte Wisehart spent- FriARE since June, 1940TiorikY
Aa-innut
FOR 13 MILES.
Miss Juanita Gently, Paducah, -State President of the Baptist Stu- day with Mrs. Audie Vaughn.
a govefnment trapper. Maybe he
will thin them out so. we will be Ky., is a senior -working on a denCUtton. He is a junior -majorMr. and Mrs. Vernerd Vaughn
1'713 Investigations
able to raise -a few chickens next speech -area. She- is a member of ing in English, (Ills photograph and !amity, Mr. and Mrs. David
156 Warnings
Year.
Sock anlr Buskin Dramatics Club, was not aianable at press-times
•Lvgal Action in 36 Cases
ArMistice day was cafterly cele- Alpha Psi Omega, the Debate Club,
Bob Salmons, senior from Beloit. lights are out ,and quiet prevails_
brated hero with most farmers re- and the Portfolio Club.
s4r) Buy year beer in
—
YOU CAN HELP in two way
Wis., and All-American list year, is
the building and a special
maining at home to gather crops.
Kiss
Ruth,
Nail,
a junior Ireln. a anember oT the -varsity la-Mall nurls'Sl_ 15_411_11111Y_ the. Mirk. night.
wholesome. law-abiding places: (2) Report any law
aaaeleals-eor
taltrasat
So that is the routine for the
every thing that had rowhistle Clinton, Ky., is president of Alpha squad. basketball team, and the
violations you see to the authorities or to this Committee.
1 ittiss_chIldlen-witb_atathereultager
the-Young-.444-Cluta,-14e-is
THE ENGLISH POET, SAO ONE IONS"
-In-. Cr lb,
now
We
have
one
boy
home
Christian
Association, cal education.
WhiCh is about ,i7 miles northeast Women's
F00J5 AND ONE SHORT: FOCUS EVE. HE
and.stront.'A boy and a
of us. The atmosphere was just and a membec of Sock and-BusMiss Helen Hire, senior from -healthy
girl svill by home in January, they,
COULD SHUT EACH fNDEPENDENTLY VatiiOUT
right and the noise carried
kin. She' is majoring in elemen- Murray. is a member of the Vlvace ti aro healthier 'and'
to face
We can't -say hew- mush we en- tary education.
EFFORT AND HE USED ID CLOSE 114E FARClub and Sigma Alpha Iota, and lire happily.
jcly the Lodger es Thies. It is,
J. P. Tucker.'senior from West- is majoring in music.
Duildang, Leana•sae. KY•
SiGHTED EYE WHEN HE WANTEDaT0 READ,
Thanking
you
very
much.
FRANK E. DAL GI-1ER
of course, the first paper we read
Mr. and Mrs. LawIrence L. Parker
MO THE NEAR- SIGHTED ONE WHEN
on Monday after we read the
Route 1
letters from our babies in the san- indeed a very grand place for the Under weight are given nourishPt/BUSHED IN COOPERATION WITH THE MUTED BREWERSitiousnum. FOUNDATION
HE WENT FOR HIS CUSTOMARY LDNG
Kirkland, Texas.
Itorium at San Angelo. That is sick. The State tuberculosis serif- ment at 10:15 a. in. and 3:30 p.
WALKS IN THE COUNTRY!
terium is located 15 miles northwest of .the beautiful city of San All children go to bed promptly at
SktS
Angelo., in the county of Tom 1 p. m. for two and one-half hours
IT IN'
Green. The children's broopital of absolute rest. At 330 p. m.
UP
has a total of 197 beds,- eight large the children- get up and dress for
airy wards which are spotless as out-door play under supervision of
be. Five helmet rooms give a nurse and a school attendant. At
the children their education as . if 4 p. in, school is retwned_istr 4111.
hour and fifteen minutes of stub.
they were at home.
Temperalure and pulse are reAt.. 7 a. m. the children In this
hospital rise and dress and--have- corded again at 5:15 p. m., after
which
the children play until
temperatitre
recordedby
the
their
MOST SP 1 DERS HAVE'
nurse 'which is folloWed by break- ed for-lhe evening meal at 5:45 rr:
EIGHT EVES GROuPED SYMMETU,N DE R FAVORN/LE
fast. • School begins, at 8:00 and m.. *After suPpor -the children
with only a la-minute recess they ploy out. doors until bed time. 7:30
RICALLY AROUND THE SIDE OF
CONDITIONS THE UNN
In. all
are dismissed at 11:30. Children p. m. in winter and at
HUMAN EYE CAN SEE THE FLAME 1W HEAD. THE EVES AREGLED
OF A CANDLE AS FAR AWAY AS 003REEN, ACCOROING TO
16 MILES!
THE BETTER VISION INSTITUTE.

On

none

1,4 -Murray

After two neglected weeks I will
lb, aa prepare my few items by
jeairtime. Health in general is good,
with (he exception of a few cornmon colds accompanied by the usual 'line of coughs and sneezes.
Ellis Dick has been ill for the
past two weeks but is improving -at
.
tais time.
Mrs. Susie Lassiter has for some
lime been at the bedside of her
sister, Mrs. Burnett Lassiter, who
_
remains quite Ill.
Henry Roberts, who has made hishOme In Detroit for the past few
sposottis. is on an extended visit
with old friends and 'neighbors in
ais vicinity.
We begin to realize more fully
of. winter as we see
different ones"'transport
,ss from their muddy pens
smokehouse whery_ttleano more fee'
them.
For thu-balsaM of those who work
at home and abroad. grayer meeting at the Cherry Baptist Church
has been _changed from Wednesday
ni5ht-to-6 oselock Sunday night. A

d to
left
aents
gradthe
been
i left
rice.
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tition
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spent
would-.
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tests-,
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Students Selected for Who's Who
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Buchanan Route 1

Letter to Edit-or I

PLUMBING

FIST

CERT--

WHO BENEFITS
FROM KENTUCKY'S
BEER INDUSTRY?

a

A. B..Beale & Son

Seeing is Believing

Ifil3WON

Tr

'KENTUCKY BREWERS & BEER
DISTRIBUTORS COMMITTEE

ANNOUNCING

•
194
LOOKS AL
1916

ea.

111NGS have
.--111
4

esto g)arkiisi
tR

ilY THE LICrHT
OF POLARIS:THE NORTH
5rAR .. MARINERS FOR
AGES HAVE GuIPEO
THEMSELVES ACROSS
ON-ClUIRT$0 SEAS!,
WORLDTmEJNST
pAR
:S
4EL
5sHor
iG- T
HAS GUIDED THE
.
TNROUGN
IGNORARCe!

CrLASS CHIMNEY WAS
DerELoPEo or ARGANO,
'
FRENCH CAM/UST, 114
REAL
FkOvEMENT IN FLAME
4i'PS IN .tooft yEioRs11
E

eq....rke ,,,esr

--SIWZOMill
_

WHALE AND SPERM
OIL WAS USE° WIDELY Af3CusT
1B30. . . UNTIL KEROSENE
CAME 1NTD GENERAL USE
ABOUT 18/0

W-1701 40
112

changed a lot in
25 years—yet there is such

•
that-is the same.
1916 it was Preparedness;
-941, National De.
the scale is
lease. But n
bigger, the pat, s faster.
- There was pressure o the
telephone business dien.T
ptessurels infinitely greater
"low. New training camps;
_
new aviation fields; new mu!Ohio!'fila;new shipyards
.
lAd nianrodier Aefense--16.:dustries,iffiseed teitphoties.-L.
Bveqone moving (aster...
ind, when a nation hurries,
It does so by telephone.
Southern Bell spent abovt
$4,600,000 On new construe-

is spending
over $5I,000,000 in 1941.
Tke entire Southern Bell
ossenizatibti serving nine

=_-tion in 1916: ft

'Muthern states,is giving

,bolj641-r i
egg/ IVIs .

..; 5

r*

PRE V1005 To

ARTirICIA-1- LIGHT;
MANS VVEYRK USED
TO END -AT SUNSET I

THE CONTINUOUS EFFICIENCY
OF OUR GREAT DEFENSE PROGRAM IS MAINTA1NED BOTH
DAV AND NICrHT BY MEANS
OF NtOPERN ARTIFICIAL
1.1644T

see Eiti4

WARM Monninc
COAL HEATER
64

MODELS - 9
AT
WHEELEIIASES
LOWEST PRICES
wrrn
ofEvitours 4LOA0
-MASTER"
stuns°fowFitrut aloofsr.

ENG4NE—mosr

Holds 100 Lbs. of Cool
They're GEARIDTO HAULAGE LEADERSHIP

It's the only heater of its kind in
the world' Patented principle• of
construction produce steady, even
beat.. • BIM work . . save
fuel. !CM ehy kind of coal ..
lump, nut or slack ... also wood.'
Magazine semi-crutomatically feeds
fuel as needed. Raids fire several
days in mild weather without refueling.

for the Defense Program—thesa Massive,
long-lived Chevrolet trucks far '42....
they have the strangest ap4That'aviby
i •
peait among buyers who want powerful,
dependable, economical trucks capable
of HAULING EVERYTHING AMERICA

a.

Makes coke out of bituminous coal
burns coke without emoke
es soot. NO CLINKERS. Low in cost
.. . exceedingly economical to
• operate.
... then

rr-VOMS In—Lof

NgEDS.... Choose Chevrolets and you'll
CiWt1the trucks thatirro geared to "stand

Us Show You!

,

"At call" to DeTenae. We
believe you would want it
slut way.

Costs Less to Buy — Much Less to Ilse!

SOUTHER n BELL TarplonE
ND TELEGRAPH COMM

PURDOM HARDWARE

-

North 5th Street\ • - ,

,

-

Irantiz,

RECORD

41'0.
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TESTS

WY.curvitoLlIT
CHEVR °LETFEATURES
CHOICE
1.14081ISHIP
Economy 91_,EagolAIES -erne in engine or a Re Special
ig
D eliver ygular enie-Ton tht
Mosier"model.) Regular or •and in
engine, with
(gadpower and
extra
liana, cost) torque, (of
horsein
*nod odd,Heavy b usy
UN/T-DESIGNED
model•
STEEJ.
CAB -• BOWS •
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-BEARING RFORCLIEALANG
SrEERING GEAR
srAakizto FRONT
•
oesi0.1C
ENG •
ayBRAKES •
REAR AXLE sirpons

-

-gaff" of them hard-working, fastmovin

TO AID DEFENSE PLANS—
RETURN YOUR Peter
TRUCK 4NVENTORY CARD9
•

c.ONLY $4995

Phone 675

ITIO OOOOO ATE.

COP•talt.n r q•• _
fr./ 4 • ‘1•40..../.

mucus
DEP
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TI-fFIR

itt. and Atm AP- WARM MORNING

PORTER MOTOR CO.
Miittliy, Kentucky

West Maple Street
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U SELECT - YOUR OWN

HERE-ARE A FEW SUGGESTIONS OF ITEMS YOU MAY SELECT YOUR GIFT FROM:

TILT BACK CHAIRS

SECRETARY DESKS
G vWnUr.ç$325.
Oral.• nd ••••••
las.. From

NEW CEDAR CHEST

GIFTS ARE'GIVEN WHEN YOU MAKE YOUR PUR-'
CHASE--CHOICE GIFTS WITH EVERY SUITE

BEAUTIFUL BEDS

end
mn49,-.1

•

Ora

EASY TERMS--
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#
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Furnish A Room For The Price Of A Suite

SUITE EVERY
WITH
GIFTS
-IL! P. EFIAL TERMS
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Frie— Delivery
Within 100
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BEDROOM_SUITE

For As Little As ...

Foremost bedroom manufoctureis
c F America era fully represented
vi our new, insert line of birdNow is thit
room f•rrniturz.
time to select ell tho pieces ran
need foe your bedroom outfit
riJ enjoy a subtotal:Col sowing
Why not
us your selecticn
come its tomorrow?

A DINING ROOM
SUITE

.. .

For As Little

A LIVING ROOM SUITE
Fur .h Little 14
Both period and modern styl-rs
arc fully and complc:ely represented in our showimg of quality
dining rAlln furniftre. We can
sulttolt you with e eerythinq yee
require including not only th:-.•
suite but mirrors, Rip, - etc.

We stock such o wide range of lining room furniture
that we eft able to etc :t the requirements of every
budget. Every pieca is in tke latest, molt ottroci...
style, constructed cf gocd materials by c-port crofts/re,
You will be onsoftd te see ha selves we hove to et,

V4/65
/ IQ DOWN
FREE DELIVERY
.WITHIN 100
MILES

•

•

Big
Selection
Fine Dining Room Suites
TrI" 98 ,,,`298

Bey
NOW

25,
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Satisfied Custorn7e—r''s" Built Our Stores
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Other
Fine "Krnehler" Suites
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.
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.
)1;69 TO $241 FREE GOTS'

HERE IS NO DEFENSE TAX ON FURNI•TURE GIFTS!*
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Tests Brew With Experts

I.

JIVING FROM THE FARM

PAGE TITREE

Detroit News

I

Protemus Paiavei. ,Hazel High School

Earl Stom has been real sick
Sunday night finds the writer fee Neil Canter, who has been 'visitThe Hazel High quintet will meet
for the pest few days but Is im•
------._
••
. the Hardin netters at' Hazel Fritaxing and listening to the Rev. ing
provingly slowly,
.
his wife' and parents, returned
By .INO. T. COCrOltAN
By RACHEL ROWLAND
Zoller, wonderful Methodist preachday -night and the Lynne Grdve
Carlos Matheny, who also has
-7
County Agent
Home Demonstration Agent
r, on radiot•
WJBK, 1480 to his post in a Li:MI:shine training Wildcats will play the Hazel Lions
• been quite Ill, remains about the
camp
Sunday.
KC, at 8 p.m., Detroit time. Went
December 5:
• o• Each year at the end of Novem-same.
A
addition to dishes or
Mr. and Mrs. Noble Dunaway,
to church today' at the Emmanuel
Turn Linville is very ill agaill. ber County Extension workers re- mealspleasing
We are ,glad to report that the
is
the
occasional
use
of
nuts.
who
are
Baptist
Church
and
heard
a
egood
employed
In
Detroit.
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Falwell and son port the activities of the Extension The family lucky,enough to have
street in froat of the schpol buildMich.,
are
sermon
by
the
Rev.
Roth.
We
live
,visiting
their
parents.
were balled to the bedside of Mr. Service for the year.
a walnutr-pecan, or' chestnut tree,
within three blocks of the Holy Re- Mr. and Mrs. Charley Stone and ing has been paved recently.
Linville last Friday, however, he
The sixth graders, sponsored by
or had a nice patch of peanuts, can
deemer
Catholic Church. Church Mr. and Mrs. Charley Dunaway..
Calloway
County
agents
are
some
better Sunday.
was
and school 'combined is said to be
Most of the farmers who are Mrs. Pinkley, are to. present a
on the report for Callo- have many meals made more inter_ Mrs. George Linville is also on working
esting and nutritious during the
the largest Catholic institetien in not employed on sod& defense clopel program in the auditorium
way
-• the sick list this week. Quite a been County. Some fine things have winter when it is easy to get into
the world. It is located at Corner project, • have finished gathering Friday.
accomplished this year, judg-Hnumber of persons in this vicinity
Mrs.. itaInss reports that a new
Junction and W. Vernor Highway. corn, but those who ;are erriployed
ing from reports received from a 'rut' of serving the same foods
•. are sick with colds.
-Pupil, Jack -Coblejf from Indiana,
cooked the same way over and over.
There
are
plenty
of
churches
here
find
it
community
leaders.
Farm
families
impossible
to
hire
help
for
'.
We, were indeed sorry to hear
has enrolled in the, third grade.
for people to go to if they only their farm wore.
Nuts are a concentrated food and
's of the passing of Dr. Will Mason, have tried hard to live better from
They &Ise have a yNitor this week,
want to go. Have to acknewledge
the farm or to make the farm do a should be used as part of the meal
Messrs.
Gilbert
---Clarence
,,Smith,
one
'of
another
our best doctors. better job of caring for the family rather than as an addition to an
that the Catholics go to church West and Ira Windsor, who are Richard Heaton,,of Brooklyn, N. Y.
be
sadly
will
He
missed by a host needs.
frhe_ third grade has ordered
more regular than non-Catholics.
already adequate meal.
emietiyed on the reservoir clearelatives and friends.--Mr. and Mrs. Enloe Tarkington ance project -ateG"tfiSertsville," awl _some iiew_books...They.-are look
Fine 'reports haee been received
Many people hive the idea that
ry. Elkins and daughter and
visited Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Jesse Evans who works at Murray, forward to the arrival ofthese ad-.
Linville attended funeral from 84 community leaders in le nuts are rich in protein and may
•
books;
Fletcher
Saturday night.
commueities,
will
permit
space
take
the
had a collision with another car ditional
but
place
of
meats
and
other
es for D. L. Jackson at
Members of the junior class and
the
of
use
here
of
on
each
proteinfoods.
on
but
one
It
is
true
that
Most
the
Mayfield-Paris
Mrs.
a
L.
Cross
visited
her
sishighwaY
Beaver Darn, Henry_Ogapty Than.,
• Apoozsoe..74,41.is, Fining. Align
nOts are 'fiiirT37-itch Tirtirliteiri-birf
Sr Week. lnesark-WintIsor .
ter, NE's. Eaton Paschall, and
-Kuriday afternoon.- Mr. Jackson the-five live:tll-herne projects:
enjoyed a- theatre party - Thanksthey
also
contain
so
much
fat
that
West
escaped
with
minor
Paschall
Sunday
afternoon..
Others
injuries.
shortly
died
after suffering a regiving day.„They went to the VarsiPoultry, Palestine Community,
we should consider them as a subin the Paschall home were Misses but Smith aseceived severe_ cuts
lapse of pneumonia and heart
ty theateat Murray.
Mrs. Eulis Goodwin, Leader
stitute for foods rich in fat rather
Auldene Jolly, Ppal Orr, Ile Nell and Evans ,ls reported to be
. .
trouble.
Arlene Blackburn, who plays -the lead In the Kroger- coma cirtical condition. •
Taylor, and Horace Jolly.
Y
"I hardly think there can laie too than. protein foods. Peanuts are
Mr. and Mrs. Kfeho
—liarrnon were
pany's coffee radio serial, "Linda's First Love," participates in one
over 40 per cen fat, black walnuts
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Fletcher
Little Miss Joette Lassiter was
Patil Wesley Cochran is vIsitieg
the dinner guests of Mr.. and Mrs. much said of how poultry has help- over 50- per cent,
and cocoanut .35
of-the regular tests of the firm's coffee. Shown with her at the
and 'children, Teddy and Richard, unable to attend sehool Monday be- home folks for ItallW days.
Olus Grogan sad- family, Sun- ed us do a better job of living on percent
• 1
Foundation in Cincinnati are Harry Alleman, center,
FOod
Amex
the_larm.
With
_egg
prices
seat
,
Tugstn
ay
raiii..Z.
04-1ceng_llk.seftle_t_nellee.0
_deeiIkI o
years,
Nuts- contain little .,carbohydrates
PT': a r' Mid 7.-A.Delve, Wier elliiitst o More than M the past several better
-itle to teed more and
or starcb with the', exception Of -16
Blackburn lerrneil filar Talorilbry
-1rfir TOundatiOn.
route -they plan to spend a few
painful scalp wound when she we are
days in Phoenix, Arizona.
tests axe made by pouring boiling water over a measured quanfell on a bed rail Wednesday. Two feed, thereby realizing much more chestnuts. Most • nags are rich
Captola Deering visited his sister,
tity of ground coffee and then sipping the brew without benefit
stitches were required to close the profit which is helpful in furnish- sources of phosphorus and fair
ing
the
as
grofamily's
needs,
such
sources
OlcAfeltifii7.6/
lime.
We.
get
Mrs. Bulah Burke, and Mr. Burke;
••gash.
of either sugar or cream.
ceries
that
cannot
be
grown
on
the
some
iron
from
nuts,
such
as
wal.
Sunday
in Hazel Park.
A shower, honoring Mr. and Mrs.
farm, fruit cans with which to can nuts, pecans, and hickory nuts, and
Guests of Mr. and Mrs. Bailey
Ray Norsworthy, was given in the the surplus food, clothing for the a
_
good amount of vitamin A from
Robbins Sunday were ear. and Mrs.
home of his sister.. Mrs. Truman family and in some instanaes the pecans.
Most nuts furnish good supTaft Higgins and sone Jamie and
Jackson, last -Thursday afternoon. farm flock has; helped buy seeds plies of vitamin
B which is hard
L. C.
The honoreei received mang love- to sow for winter cover crops, wall- to get enough in the average diet.
Murray. Mahan. of Cottage Grove,
ly gifts. About 40 guests were paper to decorate the interior of the
Tenn.,
arrived in Detroit Monday
There are many different ways
Horn -TO' Mr. and Mrs. 'Vernoiit Patients admitted 10 ibe Keys"present.
home, making the family feel hap- of including nuts in meals. De- Nanney of Farmington, Route I,
fol- morning. He is visiting his sister,
Ifloton Clinic Hospital are as
J. B. Grubbs was able to at- py and gay.
•
Mrs. Bailey Robbins, and Mr. Roblicious loaves or croquettes may be a daughter. Mary Nell, November lows:
tend Sunday School again Sure
with left over vegerehles and_HL-Hdte-tcess-Ragle!! hee-Hi_geosid. 'Jaeees DI.leelt, Cite.44.14..ow. bins.
• Mrs. Nellie eldliver- was the din- ..."They hatak_eygn bought church,
Mr. and- MrtXatilirrenee Fletelige:
*
AvIong Paris Tenn.; Tilitas McDougal, entertained Saturday night. Nov.
ner. guest of Mr. and Mrs. Clovis papers for the- Wilily to read and hula.. Nut bread makes most any eleefeen
.
last, but not least, made us able to lunch or nipper better. Try adding pleased.
knurly; Jack Haines,_Cedlege Sta- 13i4? with a candy breakipg and
. 'Grubby and son.- last Sunday.
pay more to our church and misnuts to a vegetable or fruit •
an-ef'Ms. Jim Cochran: have tion"; "Clyde- Haley, City; Major drawing of nettles to elchan e
- Guests of Mrs: Hess Linville and sions. Yes, another important item some and
watch how fast the salad
salad
1.jttIYthe Tarot •uroolg upong Mfl
,
AlEJ'disappears.
or hio-oii One al
poultry
ttbTarrntngton; Jesse Evans, at a tree which will-U-Tzithe home
J. N. Johnson, Mrs. Annie liar- for roofing to cover the .laying air we find that nuts added to a No. 12 aStellsO to
r.
son
,mon, Mrs. 'Mabel Stom and chil- house and on another they paid for simple cake or pudding gives it a New.:Pielvideriee and•have Sought Hazel;. Charles Moqtgomery, City; of Taft Higgins. Gaylen Paichales
dren, Mrs. Odell Smith and baby, a laying house complete. The next festive air, and what would a holi- tine Byron Hertry place on South Mrs. Clay Marine, Kirksey; Miss name was drawn to be Santa, and
LEON ERROL-Botch and Buddy
Mrs. Aisle Coleman. Mr. and Mrs. job they must help in is-the Red day be without peanut brittle or Twelfth street- in Murray. These 'Virginia Marine, Kirksey; Miss those present who will exchange
Grant,
College
Station; Bob gifts were: Mr. and Mrs. Enroe
splendid, aged people have re- Etta
Margaret Dumont
Lelori Thomas of Flint, Mich, Mrs. Crate drive and we.will give them some other nut-filled candy?
Susan Miller Franklin Pangbom
-sided at their 'home' farm for Orr, Murray; Bob Perkins, College Tarkington, Mr. and Mrs...L. C.
Garvin Linville of Coloma, Mich., the praise."
more
Station.
than
40
years.
,
Mrs.
J.
W
•
Tarkington,
Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs.T'Frank
Salmon and
Mrs. Goodwin'S 165 hens hale a
and vegetables, Over 100 pounds of
baby and Fitzhugh Jackson.
Patients dismissect, from the Rainey and baby,- Joe Tayl6r. Mr.
A few,months ago, Roy Knight's
new house this winter, thankl
Mrs. Myrtie Barton and Mrs. Mr. Goodwin and the income from dried fruit, and a tot of dried beans fine home burned down. Now he Keys-Houston clinic Hospital are and Mrs. Harris Speight,- Mr. and
and peas. Se I am sure this com- has had a new house built on-the as follows:- '
Mrs. Fred B. Bowles and son, FredRisla Coleman were dinner guests the hens.
munity is in better shape in that original G. Radford
die, Mr. and
of Mr. and Mrs. Wilford Smith,
place at Stella
Paul D. Bailese.Murray; Major and Mrs. DoyMrs. Milton Cox, Mr.
every'
cornline
that
ever
be/ore.
If
Fletcher and son, B.
Thursday.
I think Oscar
Fruit, Karksey Community,
munpy in the county has done as carpenter. WeJones was the main Nolin, Ft. Henry, Tenn.; Tellus Mc- J., Mrs. Harold Moffitt, Mr. and
W. 15. Perdue, Leader
are truly glad that Dougal, Murray; Clyde
Haley, Mrs. David Cross.
sure
the,
well
as
this
one,
I
ant
Mr. and Mrs.
ths good familY are "at home and Murray; Mrs. Clay Marine, Kirk"I think people have made more
Bailey Robbins, Mr. and Mrs, Eaton
effort to save more-fruit and vege- farm people of Calloway will not fronds once more" after going sey; Miss las
Vi_rg
avantocener
inia
Marine,
Kirkget hungry this winter."
Paschall, Mr. and Mrs. GayLon
„Liatisugh....mang.gaga-raLacluer
..CHEW.RIG SHOT TWIST-lettlell_thill. leer tban.....gYer _holocr
for most everyone in this neighbor- Dairy, New Concord Community,
Mr. and lictrealph Morgan Miss Etta tGrant. College Station; PlIelitfli-oar
Distributed By
hood has a lot of fruit, both canned
and"Celia of Detroit -.err "in" see- Jack Haines. College. Station; Gil- Mrs. Taft Higgins, Miss Opal Orr.
'
Rain DIA,. Leader
Mr. and Mrs. L. Fletcher, and Mr.
and
dried,
for
winter.
I
think
they
ing' their parents, .Mr. and Mrs.
James and Mrs. Edison Nance.
MURRAY WHOLESALE GROCERY
think if it was not for the Clarence heergan of near Cold- bert Smith, Farmington;
have Plenty for home use and some
Blalock,
City;
John
Snow,
Paris,
Friends in ether parts of Detroit,
to share. I know one family that dairy cpw in this community the water and litri and Mrs. A. B. Tenn,
we would like* to list your names
has over 700 quarts of canned fruit farmer would have a harder way to Wyatt Of near, iluckusburg.. They
in
our Detroit, pews column but, as
go. I don't think the most Of ,the are also visiting other relatives in
you lend*, the citvls Wr large it is
farmerslknow how much the dairy
day
morning
visitor
,of
Miss
Erae
t'oe
1. Suth Rani '46 years
impossible' to see yeti all as this
cows are worth to the family. I ago eotiat3
would have been regarded as Williams of New Providence.
think there is more profit in
Mt. and Mrs. H.Craig and daugh- news just covers . a part"of W.
a
huge
joke,
Utatby
Vernor Highway. •
dairy cow than anything you can and be the
terrible will come to en -ter were Friday visitors of Mr. and
r
put on the farm. They help you
Mrs. Rudy Hendon.
abrupt
ehd,
and
'then
a
million
grow better corn and tobacco, and
Mrs.
Daisy
Williams
and
daughwill do the big end of feeding your families will -retuhr to 'farms.
"Ole Eagle" has had a siege of ters. Jean and Dorothy, of Cedar
family. I think this community is
Knob, were Friday guests of. Mrs.
realizing more and more each year coy!, •ales, BAD ill cold: Swat- Charlie Williams and daughter Of
lowed two boxes of veld tat:Nets,
from the dairy cow."
Frog Creek.
one bottle of cough -"remedy;
Mrs. Saha Bourland, 701, passed
age o
ii ams, Of Frog Creak, away. very suddenly of a heart
we;
Neat, Baekusasurg Community,
spending a few days by the bed- attack last Saturday, November
ted from head to .foot with
Mrs, Noble Fuqua, Leader
lawns TRCK:',;(710a
side of Nud Parker, of 'Route 6, 22. at her home near Kirksey.
A HURT
"After the demonstration on can- menia liniment. Finally I sawlit
may,
wbo
is
very
ill
at
this
Funeral services were held from
ned meats as given in my home last self in the looking glass-olo ugly
Guy Kibbee
the Kirksey Methodist church of
Margaret Tallichet
fall by Miss Rowland. Mrs. Ray- mug. thet's all.
e Doucet
harin
Cat
Did you ever hear two old men
JimRinimons and Truman Oliver which the deceased was a demond Stevens and Mrs. Harlan
)'
f
Walter Catlett
Prod.red 1.,
Hughes, there is hardly a house- or women tell of their aches and delivered'uotton at Murray Friday. vout member, Sunday, November
I:hr.-wain,
ail
&Meeit
Mrs. Ayloli MeClure and daugh- 23, at 1:30 p. m. with the Rev. R.
r
wife in this community who has- pains? They know not-when to
IOS
1101 10511*
n't canned chicken. All have can- cease such unealled for talk, which ter were guests of Mr. and Mrs, F. Blankenship officiating. Serial
was in Mt. Carmel Cemetery.
Jess Dick Wednesday.
ned pork, more are trying spare- is superfuous!
Surviving are four step-daughribs, backbone, hearts and liver. I Al know of seyeral families that
Mrs. Genneth Wisehart was the
canned 20 quarts. Never lost a can, have NOT been .away from home guest of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. ters, Mrs. Edith Dulahey. Olive
1
night
street,
Murray, Mrs, Inez Ross, Mrs.
in
the
last
10
years
and
and don't think anyone else lost
Vernon Vaughan, Thursday.
Beulah Dodson, both of Columbia.
any, as it is not time in this com- a lot of house flies are very thankMiss
Lucille
Simmons
and
her
Tenn,. and Miss Mary Bourland of
• brother,
munity for any kinds of meat but ful. E. H., were the Sunday girksey.
A certairf Man went into
chicken. Qpr pork canning rune
THE MOST THRILLING
dinner
guests
of
their
sister.
Miss
from ablaut- Noverhber to Februery
, henhouse and killed • an 'opossum
Mae Simmons, and Mr. and
Great
in this community, but am surf With hil-WiffItIng- sue* -and the Pernie
ADVENTURE FILM OF THE
Adventu,otn3.10 of Todayl
Mrs.
Edgar
Lamb of New Provithere will be More cans in every- word got-out that he killed a bear dence.
YEAR!
body's pantry or cellar than ever with his walking stick. liter on he
•
Mies Edith Claprum, of Murray,
before."
killed a sneak thief in his henhouse with two automatic pistols was the week-end guest "Of Miss
Eva
Lamle. of--Providence.
S
Garden, Brooks Chapel,
buckled .aroued him. - A lie can
LAD0
Henry Burkeen, Leader
Miss Eva Lamb, Miss Edith Clap.
get all over town before the truth
"I think everybody in this com- can get up and gets its boots on. rum, Mime! Pernie Mae and Lumunity has done their best to raise .Keep on coming, Ledger & cille Simmoqs attended Sunday
what they had to eat. They.. have Times, you are a welcome guest School Sunday morning at the New
BRUCE CAC/I •
canned more different things than not only here but at Maxfield, Sep Providence Christian Church.
GEORGE SANDERS
ever heard of. I'don't know of a Antenio, ,Tex.. Jersey-.eate., N. Y.;
SIR CEDRIC
Mrs. Mary McClure visited Mrs.
family • that hasn't canned more and other cities.----"Ole Eagle".
HARDWICKE
Johrfnie Simmons Sunday.
Directed by
than enough to do them. Every one
HENRY
Pete Wisehart was a caller at the
HATHAWAY
had a early garden and a late one,
asene of Eunice Williams Sunday.
foo."
-Decey and Clifton Mitchell, 8ernicer19sehart, Hassel Brown, Johnnie Simmons, Hatten Lewis. Clay
Hello. folks! WS the old Cedar and 'Jessie McClure and Raphel
Knob gossip again for a Chat with Maynard spent Sunday afternoon
with "Ileicle Hue Todd of Todd,you good folks.
,
.Johnnie Simmons was In Murray
TueschlY.
Mrs. Jffn Simmons was visiting.• Ilhirray, the birthplade of radio.
with Mrs. Susan Oliver and daughter Wednesday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Morris and his
mother, Mee, Alice Bray. Mr. and
Mrs. Bill Stmmons and son. Williami Brooks, W. D. Lassiter and
Preetveden c
Anderson came- in Wednesday
Joe
If
101 NORTH FOURTH ST.
from Detroit. Mich., and 'spent until Sunday with. blame folks and
14
around Providence and
"4
eirs DONALD CRISP
• IAN HUNTER •,RART311 MactaNE
Macedonia and Blood _River.
•
C SURREY SMITH • Directed
A. W. Simmons was In Paris Frtby Victor Flgrninp
1414.
claxMr. and Mrs. ..l_Wrutie. SinaniMal.
This Big 1942 Nash
and children. Lucille and E. H., and
Miss Mary Mitchell were In New
is a Now Kind of Car
Providence Friday and 'spent part
of the day with Mrs.'Edgar Lamb
and their daughter. Miss Pernie
2-.5 to 30 miles on a gallon of gas
Mae Simmons. who is working for
-at highway speed!
the Lambs. Mrs. Lamb is still' very
And think of the fun you'd
feeble and is still'confined to her
'For Sale: New and used
$6.60 OR LESS A WEEK'
have. Soft coil springs on all
bed.
A Blasi& libitellet Lead And RidIn,
• the big 1942 fbrorarenger
Allis-Chalmers
four wheels to smother every' •_.$44an
•
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Bert
wints
*mit
pleturgul lure wird, rkr•rer
lot Rhythm Roars Across The, Screen!
the first of theweek with his sister,
and harvester
1- used
hump. Two-way Roller SteerPayment
q (your old ear or
dowel p•roseut
rash). I.
Annie Willis, and Jessie McClure.**
Farman 20;
mule;
Irmgive you the easiest handninikkas waif perm...us even ie.!
Miss Mary Mitchell was the Frias
And
horse "1 fresh cow.
on the highway.
•mo...11111...111111.110.0111,40.
onal "estras"L-a 'Weedier
Eye Conditioned Air System
and Convertible Bed. It's the
WE BUY AND SELL
fineu Nash ever-built to cut
FIELD SEED
costs,
motoring
one-third off your
See your rlealei-sind drive this
Watches by Bulova, Elgin, Hamilton
now kind of car today!
Pen & Pencil Sets - Diamond Sets
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Clinic Hospital Notes

GLORIA HMI

SATURDAY ONLY •

SUNDAY AND MONDAY

avta5
Pestimet IIIIIGICIOli
111 MOMS.
AGM
lt Eve

Mrs. Shim Bourland
Dies at Kirksey

* NITS *
TANKS
TARGET SETS

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY

WRiGER'S

FIRE ENGINES

ANIMALS
*1

1

• Just the wagon
you have been
looking for—
• At a price y o-u
can afford to
pay
LITCHFIELD'S
Heavy duty rubber
tired wagon::

Cedar Knob

FOR SALE—
Solid cherry, marble
top wash stand; also
solid cherry, high
head board bed.

.1th*f
MURRAY PAINT
& WALLPAPER COMPANY

s'emng GENE TIERNEY

NEXT THURSDAY AND FRIDAY

SPENCER
ItiGRID
TRACY
114411
BER
GIVAN
.TURNER
vicroR
FtEmtNo3

WOMEN

McCord Furniture Co.
113 West ith Street
Hopkinsville, Ky.

"I'll Be Seeing You
500 Miles from Now&

To speed up those
farm hauling jobs!
fs"

Popular 61 years

4
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CAPITOL

18a

SATURDAY AND SUNDAY

--trartbrs
good

•

DISTINCTIVE JEWELRY
In All Modes
Silverware

Doak" 4.1•L

IIIIRIEDIATE DELIVERY
NASH
:
--libellee Seri,, of rife Motor coni
sou •INCI [MINTS

PARKER BROS.
204 South 4th St. -

‘GARAGE...

West Side Court Square

H.B,BAILEY

THE

JEWELER

•

TAILOR

Seed & Implement
Company
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• Mr. arid Mrs. Troy Knight, of
Stewart County. Tenn., bear Rush-sang C.zeek, left for their home Tuesthe S
- un is shining qncea. day morning.
They had
after. about two weeka of rain ing their daughter:C-1nbeen visitm Orneda
:and snow. Things sail look green
Knittht, arid Mrs. Franks May, it
for this time of year.
St. Clair Shores. Mich.
On Thursday morning. Nov. 13.
Mr, and
1941, twins arrived at the home of daughter. Mrs. Edgar Hicks and
Dorothy Jane. visited in
Mr. and Mrs Hey Roberts.. There the home
of Mrs. Lona. Houston
,is a boy and a aa,and their names
few days ago.,
are Ray Marshaa .ind Kay erancia
Charles
Roberts has accepted a
'Mothers and babies are both doing'
position with -Montgomery-Ward in
fine. lifts. Roberts is the daughter
Royal Oak. Mich
of Mr. and Mrs. Jim Adam's of MurMr. and Mrs. Hollie Luter visited
ray. Here is Congratulations to the in
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Edproud parents sad grandparents.
gar Hicks'and family Sunday afterPorter Farley and family left for noon.
Murray this morning to spend the
holidays With Ws parent's. Mr. and
Mrs, Gu,y Parley. tEe was accorn- DEXTER SCHOOL.MONOR ROLL
.panied by Tionry Roberts. avao has

.-Highland Park News

MURRAY,

KENTUCKY

Junior ..Ete4:112:r43ss-

THURSDAY, NO

ure to Be Farm Shop..1;:ourse
F-rent
Shown
at
Christian
Progresses Nicely at
Friends On Change
Church Sunday P.M. Hazel High•School
in Ownership

irancleave .is now a Member of
JRC. They sent 75 cents with their
The interested public is invited
The farm shop course at Hazel
enrollment card. Fifty cents of
• The editor wishes sto acknowledge tei see a motion picture in natural High
School, which has been
that amount will be used for enreceipt of quite a number of let- colors with sound at the First. under - way since October 14, is
rollment and 25 cents will remain
ters relative to tile change in Christian- Church
here. Sunday progressing rather nicely, accordin the Service Fund.
ownership of a majority .interest night at 7:30 o'clock, presented by ing to Carmen Parks, agriculture
Stone School is anothei new
in the Csalleway -Publishing Com- J. E. Catron, secretary-treasurer of inteag
course,atel, who is conductmember. They have an attractive
pany and his employment to pub- the Christian Church Widows and
the
stage on which we hope to see
Orphans Home. This fine institulish the Ledger and Times.
Since starting the course, boys'some of the JRC plays.
Some are from people and insti- tion is located in Louisville, Ky. enrolled have been acquiring skills
Several large gifts enabled the
_ New Providence .expeets- to join
tutions well'known in Murray and
in handling and using the many
nen already at work on an inCalloway County and' we, have Widows and Orphans Home last tools in the new farm shop. They
teresting health program. They
selected :excerpts from them for year to build a summer camp for have also been making and read- •
have a chart on which pictures of
whatever interest they may have the children and their, activities ing simple plans and
blueprints
will be shown in the motion piethe pupils are p iled • behind colto our readers, as follow:
and 4.1MLINVI_?11131.444nalgjOks,
whicliateasam
tismof-the
e
wauslopgra Whoa -Way
--frorr-wroturr.-.Edlteir -dad'Pub;
gieni
toThmisakweeek
botohke bo
begs
aresne
ass,
ease
keep certain health habits the win-itoarth
eas easrloyealatsthe
g,
_ liana)
lisher of the Fulton Daily Leader- popular attractions at the recent
dows are opened.
state convention.
Can
"I
am
delighted
that you have
First grade: Russell. Cued. Norma
other usable furniture for
At Macedonia they have a splenThis film is professional in quali-Miss Margie •Miller, daughter of Dean Thorn.
-taken over the Ledger and Times
farmtn
home. g They
Virginia Nell Pritch- did way to protect the lunches/rum
are tgalouLdree
imiptenien
gttttn_g_
r
ty and interesting to all, according
Mrs Thomas McCuistion, has been
and
will
certainly
come
over
and
ett. Nancy Ann LetiaDorothy Mae Riess They have a • nice-looking
Thnmparm pastor
-several -days.-See yolt berorc...ising--or as So*Ori- as
therii
-1--eldr-Tdfakaabr apriag use.
sereTne cabinet with ThaTareal
Orta•Oarrow aria son Ben. left *Secend
the opportunity arises.' I had heard of the church here.
grade: Dorotha Nell 'which to keep the lunches.
Any boy or young farmer who is
• for the upper Peninsular Friday
that you were taking ovet the
(lobby
Courael.Jones,
ShirleyPine Bluff Scheel has enough
interested in repairing farm ma•ntiht to deer hunt for a.few.daaa _
paper some time ago, and I -ta
er- on your success in purchasing con- chinery or reworking furniture
,„.
money from candy sales to pay the
tainly liked your first edition.
Jesie1141, Himiust
trolling
Third lir:Sr:lea Charles Skaggs. JIIIC enrollment
interest
of
the
Ledger
and
for
the home is cordially invited to
They have a
aster. formerly of Paducalr but now Joe Henry Thorn, Sad.e Lee dust-proof
"The paper has bean a goad one Timer: of Murray, Ky, and to wish meet in the farm shop at Hazel
bookcase for their li• atMemphis. Tenn..-conducted a two Pritchett, Rebecca Lou Pritchett brary
sa.
for a long time.
OW* that you every success in this new High school each Tuesday and
books.
,weeks• revival meeting at the Beth- Billy
or Courses, Doris Jean
McCuiston School has sth
Thursday night from 7 walock to
mum, there is a real opportunity there venture.
'a fine Citberine Doucet, Margaret TallIchet, and Robert Cummiem
- in, Roma
-1°Fleur-atatievement
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gradet 'AM! Jo Ernst- Mallon. They sent 75 cents over
I few years in Paris demonstrates
and Charles Laughton are co-starred in the zestful production which was would
berger. Jurien Mathis.
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like
to
s
ay
that your your ability as a successful newsthe amount for enrollment.
directed by Henry Koster. Others in the distinguished cast are Guy
We want to eittendaatta very beat
Fifth grade: Willis Fad Pritchett,
'miser at .Paris has made' a great paper man, as well as a success- BENEFIT
New Coward High School and
PAYMENTS 111T
wishes to- our nese editor. and pub- Dorothy Dean Mathis, Inewata grade school are both new mem- bee. Walter Catlett arid Charles Coleman.' Joe Pasternak was
improvement
within
the
past two ful business Man."
the yeal.
NEW LOW POINT HERE
loiter of the Ledger & Times. We 'Mona Eula Mae Stroup.
or three years. You have dune a
bers. Their contribution over the ducer. Sunday and Monday at the Varsity Theatre.
WALLACE WITMF-R, Memphis,
are also, wishing %fie speedy recov- • Sixth-Made: Marry Neil Pritchett. amount for enrollment is $2.50.
fine job there and I am certain
October payments to the unemcry and best of healta to oursiornsa Eriene Pritchett. William David
you will do well at Murray. The Tenn.-"Congratulations on your ployed of this
Lynn Grove teachers in the
county totaled $357
purchase
of an interest in the
er editor and publisher..R. Ra Mt- Thorn. Betty Jean Skaggs.. •
town
is
a
good
Church Widows and Orphans Home
one. with magi:aft- Murray Ledger &
grades expect to start their JRC
Times. Mur• with comparisons of 33 initial claIms
loan. I haee read the alsedger &
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grade;
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Lee work very soon. We hope to hear
of Louisville, Ky. These pictures -cent people and you will Mee a ray is one of the best
towos in filed to 134 continued Maims for -Times
-er since it was imineleda Brawia._ .
-the same from their high school.
the area being developed by TVA unemployment benefits.
frnI
When a copy as missed. Eigth grade: Prynthia Clever.as
what you would like to know about 'service.'
Woodlawn School answered many
and has a bright future. As your
the care being extended to our dequestions about our poster. We
CARL A. JONES, Jr., -Publisher national
advertising
aepresentapendents of the chuteh. This pic- Johnson City (Teresa Chaohiele- tive mar since you acquired the
have just. received their enrollture was e feattme attraction of
ment.
.was very pleased to see the an- Post-Intelligencer at'Paris I Wish CHEW BIG SHOT TWIST -SF-.„
the recent Stateavention of the nouncement of the sale of the for you every auctess in
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Road
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near . future to visit with 3/au and
.
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soul winning. We bespeak for
ray".
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TAKE
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WATKINS. Business
6:30 P. Me Young Peoples hour.. HARRY
_a large hearing of our people and
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aI,
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Bible study at Seism -next-Wed-CHURCH Of CHRIST
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nesday at 7.k. m.
game of the .season, which will be
Lord's Deo.: Bible Study-at 9-45
played with Mingo, Tuesday even- a, in.; worship at 10:45 a.m. and 7
KIRRSEY CIRCUIT
ing, November 25. There will be p.ma,i4s people meet at 6 pm.
I. F. Blankenship, Paster
two games.
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- -Friday evening, November Et at 3,p.m.: prayer meeting aft 7 p-m. •
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the Wildcats will meet the Kirksey
'The 'Great Kingo will be the
Regular fifth
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Eagles on the Lyn Giant floor.
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OLOc ind $1.00 ItIV-3, Try it.
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Also it save*-;ou time and worry—one sitting
attended.
Four new students-aramenrolled
in our school Monday. They are
Lillian Sue, Wayne Edward, 011ie
Gene and. Margaret Nell Lawrence.
We welcome these new studenta
and wish for them a happy and
successful year.
. Miss Dlacie .Mae Swann. our
fourth and fifth grade teacher. was
married to Mr. Earl Douglas, of
Lynn. Grove, on November It
Mrs. Douglas plans to continue her
duties as teacher in ow. *school.
The Lynn Groveisfaculty and student body extend their congratulations yid best was
Mrs. Douglas.
The fifth and aids •grode students are knitting baths cloths and
makipg favors for decorating hospital ttays. The supplies will be
contributed to the Red Croa
The fourth and fifth -grades have
been erre:yang a new art, that of
pyrography l With the prize money
which they won at the fair, they
aurchased a wood burning set and
aria of enamel. They are making beautiful pictures of earved•
Wood and dress pens with names
burned on them. 1. These articles
will be used for Christmas gifts.
The children find this an enjoyable
Ole project.
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Mrs. Maydeil„Bucy
Is Honored •

9

Red Cross Extends
'rhanks to Calloway
com- County /Women

Social Calendar
•
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Maydell Bucy, .with ./ household
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Todd-Fergerson
Looks Like a Suit
Marriage Solemnized
November 20

Miss Lassiter Has
Birthday Party

Saturday, November 29
Miss Lorraine Lassiter enterThe Magazine Club will meet at
tained a few friends with an in2:30
o'clock
at
the
home
of
Miss
The
marriage
of
Miss
.Mary
Edith
The Wade chapter of the Red
formal dance on her sixteenth
-thaidretier many Lula Reliandeed.enabers pleeee note Todd, daughter of Mi. and Mrs
birthday. last Tuesday night, Nodate
from
Nov.
27
to
'29.
change
of
A.
0.
Todd
of
Harris
Grove,
and
not
women
of
County
shments
of
Calloway
sendwiches,
vember lea at her- home on West
Robert Hillman Feeserson, son of
d coffee wereaerved to the only for their splendid cooperaHiss- -A. G. McCall of- Trinekilierfamily_, of Memphis, well -spend thht
Maize street. The hours were from
Monday, December 1
Mr. and Mrs.
Fergemen of
se guests: - -- tion and -heap but also their pati•-•Tend., will - settee "this week tie week-end Sere with hit sister, Ita-afil le.
The Monday Afternoon Bridge Midway. was quietly solemnized
ence
present
in
with
the
dealing
spend
a few days with her mother, Sallie'Humphrees.
Mrs.
„
.
..
end
Alton Wilkerson
The -guest list included Misses Mrs. Sallie Humphreys. _
equipment Mrailable.
• ...Chtb will meet with Mrs. W...H. on Thursday, November 20, at the
-..M - Margte,
/gff 21
a- •
:M
6
r.,. '
Fox.
Reggie Irelleillidar.k. Martha- Jeaiz
Mathodistaparaenage with. the Rev.
Chnotvo. C'outiTy ean
Mra Virginia Farmer spas
-I-Sur- vine. Ill., spent the Than
and Mrs. Aubrey Steely' and chilBaker, Avonelle Farmer, Sarah
,
—
H. L. Lax officiating.
dren. Mrs. Lillie Miller, Miss Eva pi uud of the work completed beRuth Rhodes, Bonnie Lee Kingins, 'clay as the guest of Mrs. Addle holidays with her sister. Mrs. Geo. .
Tuesday. December 2 "0
Preceding the ceremony a voLamb,. Mrs. Sidney Curd and cause the local rhapr has been,
Mesas John DapielsLoyett, Pickle Lockhart and Mr. and Mrs. Otis E. Overby, and Mr. Overby. '
All circles of the Women's So- cal solo, "I Lima You, Truly", was
-any -lees. C. W. Bo- and Is. entirely dependent on coun- ciety Of Christifin Serkice will meet ung by. Herbert Lax, Jr. The
cleughter,
Mr. and Mrs. P. W: Ordway spent
Hood ben Crawford, Joe Earle 'atrium' in Maeffeld.. She returned
gard, Mr. and Mrs. • TO111 Taylor, ty donations of sewing machines- 'at the Methodist Church at 2:30 side and groom were attended by
Roberson, Tom Covington and the by way of Paducah where She spent the week-end with ;friends in Hut.
erp4prnent.
night
with
Sunday
Mr. apd Mrs. tawa and attended the Alabama-Mrs. Sallie Taylor. Mrs. Laurette and other necessary
p.m. for the last in the 'Series of Mrs. • MarY-- Katherine _tart•
hosts.
s •. s
Cunninghtuusand daughter,.Mr. and Sewing has been done ..la_ any Mission Study programs.
Vanderbilt game al: Nashville SetA -birehday cake sad punch was H. 0. Lockhart.
James Ed,win Cain.
Me and Mra Wm. Shields-of urday. - ---- -- - - ..-1>tteg---NROASIa- -*Red ....,00ela
ss„..settaa.dffr.
The eTheilla Ligeambuseutesitta
-tweed.
Ma Wade_ Was -Attired If/tiler
.
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Wells, Miss-tit-Lie Curd, adr:- Sind difficulties, yet more and more Woman's Club• will hold the regu- wedding in aattock of royal blue
ems Trey,*'Raters of pennathes
Sedalia viSited their daughter, Mrs.
eges, Homer Chartton and chit- women of Calloway County are lar Meeting at the club house at with black aceeisckries and 'Wore
Alton Barnett, and Mr. Barnett, a spent Thanksgiving with her moth.
dre,n. Mrs. Edgar Wells, Mrs. Joe volunteering daily in view of the 7:30 pm:
few days last weela
:
Vera Rogers
,
'
Hart
a shoulder corsage al sweetheart
s*_
ess.. •
Brandon,- Mrs. Gertie Grubbs, Mr. great need, for workers.
The -Delta Mu Sorority Chapter roses and tube roses. Mrs. Orr
Miss Rosilyn ,Crass has returned.:ersi(iM:
student
-at the ,. and Mrs. Claud Geoch. Mr. and
Those in charge of Bed Cross of -the- Woodmen Circle. will meet wore a sky blue frock withehrown
s• - 1
tvith
her
setae
a
Visit,
Bardstown
to
University. of Louisville, was the,' .
the home of, Miss 'Ruth Farley accessories and a shoulder
Mrs. Carnell Wells, Mrs. .Kate work are also carrying a dim
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Fs- B. Crass, week-end guest of his parents, Dr. '
and
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Mrs. McKinley burden as the local and county at 7:39 o'clock. •'
Vaughn,
sage of talisman roses.
- . --North 7th Street.
e
-r
and MM. P. A. Hart.
Arnet and Julia ray and Allees welfare projects Muse be continued
Immediately following the cereMisses Dorothy apd Jean Geurin , Miss Ann Swanson of Jossesboro.
'Mr. and Mrs. John McElratit, of
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Wednesday, December 3
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Mr. and Mrs. Fergerson are
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and son, Mr. and Mrs. Hardeman ing a two-fold job in its countryet
took place in Charleston, Mo., with ander, all of Paducah, last week,
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• ,• • • •
Thursday. De-cember 4
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Mrs. Clifford Melugin .was hostess Baker, 'Linnet Jaakaan, • Dewey
TuesdaY evening to Members of Sunday.
to ehe"studios. When you
estVers were laid . for Mr. aid repealed the chosen eater scheme. Tuesday' inorning, to the Entre isises., 'Lonnie Shrpat; Cannon witness slow motioit pictutes of
air - bridge club and , the follew.Mrs.
Knight
mid
daughins
Parkei
presi
dr
jaffiaseeMts.
Adams
at
the
Pious
table.
sewing
club.
The
hourswire
Mrs
favorite'
athlete in action you,
Graham,
Charlie.
Carroll
ycur
sit*
Hale,
•
i
tat
. Till
and Mrs. Jueslearkse Mr. and Mrs.
he bossism. wee the recipient of'
In Red Cress
LaSsifer:1011teeallianatereemsd Boyd are indebted to the . U. S. Navy,'
... .The -11ostess served • dainty re- Gilbert.
1 George t Overby received ,the -Raymond Perks, Mr. and Mrs. many lovely gifts. -- ..
Visitors included 'Mrs. Scie 'the neceseity, of studying the
Carmon Parks. Mr. and Mrs. 011ie „ Approximately siety:five gueste treshmerits.'llars. aff.• E. Smith of Burfus Waters; of Filet, Mich., Mrs. flight of projectiles'led the Navy
Prise for high palate.
. seas
. lase hiestefe screed a party. Plata Parkse and daughter, Mrs. - Emma called or sent gifts during the New .Orleans was en . out-of-town Vlron Beard ofs Martin. Tenn., and
eepp Vie, camera. that makes
.
a .era realiNiV411fr .• ••••• - - • .-.
cenetuslon ot-lita-"galelie----Prislusesisdelles. Waimea&
-afrer,Poiesi liessitere
ie•-•aiinv,
- sea- snotiorr movies.
•
... ..
, .
s
---e's.
••.e
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McElrath Hall
Wedding Solemnized
In Missouri

..

a

iii-Y Club
triteserws

ask Side 3Cluk_ls_
Organized-

Swann-Douglass
Weddint.

Mr. and Mrs. Phillip
Entertain Friends

Mrs. Bailey

Entertains Club

•Woman's Club Is
Servke Circle'Meets Scene Of Lovely it-tT,Mrs-40orres---

Home DePartnienti
-

•

Mrs. Brooks
Entertains Club

Hicks-Wells Wedding
Announced _._....,.

Gist-A-dams Wedding
-Announced

•••••

Dean and Mrs. Nash
Are Hosts

Women s
Continues Mission
Study Program

South Pleasant Grove
Meets

Mr.and Mrs,Richord
Waters Honor Son

r
Z

Hospital News

Mrs; Shot out*
stess.
Club

Mrs. Sexton Is '
omplimented

Mrs. Houston
Entertains Bridge
Club Tuesday

Book and Thimble
Club Meets
Wednesday

Mr,and Mrs. Ford
•
Entertain

Meets With
Hend.oss.
Mrs.

Entre Nous Clul
Meets" Tuesday

.
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Classified Ads

_
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THURSDAY, NOV. 27, 1041

THE LEDGER & TIMM MURRAY, KENTUCKY
•

particularly impressed to although they are not • surplus the time to get busy." - •
Address.
'FOOD FOR FREEDOM'PROGRAM1 find
- "I was
English farmers are recogniz- country they have a vital stake in
The AAA administrator's
• • of
the firs'
ing the need for 'a poet'war plan of a. fair break for other producers on in Louisville was one ofMAY MAKE HISTORY-EVANS action." the AAA administrator whom their country must depend a series
made since his retutil from
Attending
British food survey.
said. "Many of them recognise the
importance of world agreements
for surplus crops like wheat, cotton and tobacco. They realize that

Food production by American
1*farmers in the months ahead will
decide the course of history. R. M.
Evans. national AAA administrator,
Si WILL ON WEDNESDAY. Dec. 3, FOR RENT: Unfurnished 6-room
told an audience of farmers and
located
near
house
Stella.
fOr
se'.e
at
any
See
M.
offer
home near
consumers at t he State Fair
F./ne Grove the following: House- P. Lawson at Mohray
Grounds in Louisville, Wednesday,
ltp
hold and kitehen furniture. faem- _Murray. Ky.
November 12.
.
'
ino
Arjaigon, and 3 pieces of
"The strength; of- America, the.'
antique furnittare-1 cord bedstead, FARM FOR RENT: Plenty good
„strength of Britain In the war on
bareau. dating room shade lamp, land, good residence and an extra
a.ggressidn. and ' the strength of
li weather is bad. sale will be held good tobacco boon. See MLA-Roes,
America's hand at the peace table
Feed
Store.
day.
Terms
Ross
Itp
Made
-known
k
ff41‘,wir
depend upon the food from farms
itp
dav
ode.-Ao
B.
'WEST.
t
oor
of the United • States," Mr. Evans
bedroom.
FOR RENT: Purnidted said.
4
FOR SALE: Medium site coal or Modern conveniences. 407 North
The AAA,..admillig_retPr IWO Lust
---WrOOT-TIERge-ltr-Veit erthditIOn;
returned from England where he
practically new. Possession of stove
the British food - situation.
1
,
studied
_
.,_r•maa.
ever-•-produced
.
f'--n
aparttnent
Prefer
couple.
Close
in.
Stagner• Route -5. Mugger. .N27p
than one-third of her own food
Mrs R. B. Holland, • 312 North
needs," Mr. Evans said. "Ahd now
FOR SALE: One mark Mule and 4th St.Itp
even with her own food oproduCtion
'
-beegyo-als000ne-Jerseg cow,Ili
stepped tip to meximum 'levels she
' years alit.W1114reehen
cannot hold out against Nazi egres' again in May. Going to sell Aeapsion without increased food supo -by,Dee. 2. See me at my -home
. phesfrirom America?'
R. M.-EVANS
2_,milesoziorthinist_
ilitiaole-oSTREAMLINED 4044 --WRECKER
Evahs
emphaproduption.
Mr.
f•
age." Mr. _Evans continued. "The
SERVICE. New eqUipment. 24siied the Importance of a statement farmers' program' to convert our
hour. fast. dependable Wrecker
British labor leader vast reserves 'of,./ago info fond
made
to
him
by
-FOR Ilt.‘81T: 6-froom house for one Service. Charges reasonable. Day
Ernest Sevin that "if you give us the use of our farm resources 'for
or two families: on. So 14th and phone 97. Night phone 424.plenty of meat from America, we" such production,is the nation's asVine St. See Mrs. George WindiOr Porter Motor Co, Chevrblet Slaps
will increase industrial production surance of plenty.• -But .to produce
at Orfield Byrd's, near Lynn and Service./11
from 15 to 20 per cent in 30 days." this plenty, farmers must have fair
trove. ,
ltp
The AAA administrator said Bev- prices. Farr prices are better today
in told hint British miners often after a long period of low prices.
FOR SALE: Seasoned native oak.
have to lay off one day a week to but they are not unreasonably high.
two by bowl - and one by
recover their strength.
According to the Bureau of Libor
'Several _hundred feet nQW avail"Thisillustration from the Brit- Statistics. the Overage factory. woek--able. See, George E. Overbey, Sr.
ish labor'. leader made me realize er in the first ten months of this
how fortunate we ace in regard to year -could buy 27 per cent more
Q23.N6-20-.D4m
•
food and food supplies," Mr. Evans font for his dollar than .he could in
_
•
, When the Murray State _College
amertedO"Without the Ever-Normal 1 o-10117' Furthermore, it thust be teFOR SALE- 406 aereo- Ohio rieef dramatis students need any special
Illnilt:Oosif our.farzropoograznO"..he
Saran near Paducah. 150 acres line
that ---farm-,- Prices- - are
f
. ioe a -play. they don't have
I
said. "The 'Food;for Freedom'- pro- only one item in "-ige cost of Joon"river and ereek bottom land-%
group
own
of
their
outside
gram now getting under wao could
IWO state of cultivation, . upland to go(
While speaking •primarily of toed
not be started." •
100 acres.'sowed to various grasses, tO• it'et-it.•
its vital importance in national
•"Farfners are rain' :
thts fall to and
-so alrOfr4 -211.00TOW--Orel1terddefense. - the 'AAA __administrator
the 'Food for Freed ' program."
raised---2-5-011 -bii apil) es. 2 houses: -Dellh---Teles a Roltday". whicho
also described the part tobacco
Mr. Evans said. "This gigantic pro3 thrns Near good schools. chorch- will be presented December 5, in
plays in maintaining Britieh morale.
ductiOn -plan for 1842 is the farmes, thigh class neighborhood"-Vith the college auditorium:- a
-From the-way peopte in England
er's answer to the call for the greatKilt surface, gravel roads: This is mask is called for.est production ,in history. It is grabbed whenever I offered a packone of the finest'farms itx county,
Joe FaCh. who ploys the part of
age
of cigarettes, you might have
carrying forward- the policy that is
hear good markets. go0 Mg', Bar- Death was told .that he must unand always has been a fundamental thought smoke was more precious.
- gain. Dr. F. A. 'eines. Paducah. dergo a, plaster of -paris applicapart of AAA action since 1933-the than a steak dinner or the eggs
NI3A.27-pd tion in order-Orhave. a. death mask
Ky.
and'milk we are -sending them," he
• policy of balanced abundance.
SENATDR CHANDLER
made. For two4 hours this Young
-Today - balanced abundance is
.
man berathet throtigh straws.
ineKS
IlLiklirgp
It is unusual.: for both United taking on an even greater meaning.
While supplies of ,tobacco now
YOU MAKE
IXT HELM
MORE A1 ONE Y FROM YOUR Roland.
while the
'
' Mt!'
Lee States Senators for Kentucky to More than ever before the nu- moving to Britain are mainly flue.
}lenderseni
1 - Sarah
-liartist
pay a visit to Murray within a two- tritional needs of our people are cured, hfc Evans said, burley grow•
w
- se nem ,
POULTRY-America's heaviest. lay------ soro'molded the maks to his fea'
•
day period, but they. were both being considered in the production ers can aspect a healthy situation
- - ins., most profitable strains. Immetures. .
beesaiee..44-.the--istaresee- On.
.delioory,
Olikeielity
pallowerao
_o
.
dials'
-- -- - -o- OtOloos of otermara.„.
O.'
.- •-I - --feistesti- Government approved. Free i Tips procedure consisted of a , Senator Allien W. Barkley. a life- Today as Americans are able to buy tic consumption of cigarettes. which
• /brooding bulletin, HELM'S HATCH- heavy coating of-vaseline over his long friend of -Dr. -Will Mason. at- more food, the farmer ii acting to tends to reduce somewhat the large
stay ahead of increased buying stocks of burley on hand.
tf face, neck and hair line. Towels tended his-funeral here Monday.
' EBY. Paducah. .1tentueky.
were,. pecked • around his head and
Wednesday •Se,potor A. B. i"Hap- power. At the same time the pro-.
Cigarette consumption is at a
FOR :SALE: Reoutiful home,- 711 shoulders to support the., greight py-i Chandler paid a brief good- gram is providing us with a foun- record Jevel, more than 10 per cent
` ;O. -.
• • Poplar. Modern. six. rootne, furnace of:the plaster east. There seat a will visit. Be was accompanied by (lotion for the post-war era. If we higher in the- past 12 months than
. heated. FHA • payments cheaper/ring of Wet clay pdessed around Robt. Humphreys, former highway have the foresight to. use it. I am in the previous year.
than rent. Call or write "X. Y- the ...face' to mark the outline oft tortimissioner and Ottainnan of the. confident we, can match agrieul"Loan rates for burley, fire-cured
Havens, Parris, Tenn -n13.20,2144 the. mask. .- After this, the straws state dernogratic chill T. T.,Elkins iture's. - surplus capacity with in- and dark'air-cured leaf will be 85
Comcreased
consumption
ofefood
to
or
were -placed in Fitch's Mouth to of the Mayfield-- CharnVer
per cent of the October I parity
FOR SALE Coal . heater, also 5facilitate breathing. His nostrils Merl* and Capt. Jesse Stone of 'raise the nutritional standards of price." Mr Evans pointed out. "unburner oil cook stove. Phone O91.
.
our -people.
der legislation approved this JIM..
were packed with .eotton to keeli, 91,4slow'' . "Consumers in this country today tiler." Loan rates offerecti on' the
.. the plaster out. The artist painted
o
• '
need have no fears of food short- 1940 crop were at 75 per cent Of
•' FOR•SALE: pr .icttonbred rept,- e thin layer of the plaster'all over
. terra
er'U P1ve fa"-1 111S hiioiO-- Addinonal -harem waft
"America today faces entice
• 34.0 . Training School FAA heifer. applied by hand until it wa* built
times," the administrator • warned.
ii
.0.
-Wilson_ 1.6 •miles aorth.of Up 1,2 111.
,fto1141red th
11..eSi. '
'The
strength of our nation is belt12, It wort. left . ort unt the. plasteo,
14117-ov- -Phone 6874-1..
Thlli is ;he beginning"-pf she Vt. Lug tested-as-never -before, Aerieal
batilitt°77ea3t '
and .lettled to °is
test. There is
r ta.- •featurtmg
-t -`1`01t..,-4A1-E, • Regineoled 'OIC•
---From this mold.,-111e art- . conch Preston'.iryr Holland and teenth vieek of school and everyone ture is meeting that
______o
-il
for Ine to repeat- that
11 rnake the paper-mache Nelson Blalock.. son of Mr. and seems to be ehl°341111 themselves. little need
L"
'
1
1
'
i'
'
ist
weigh
wiiitivi
:
- Farm-Ohio breeding. Price
en
Mrs. par,„in .Bialock.. km in. Lax- Everyone seemed to have had a agriculture is the best prepared of,
will
used in
any industry in the nation. I have
be
the
o S30. , R. M.' Mince' Phone 280-J. maik which.
ington this week Preparing for the nice time over the' Thanksgiving
'College Additton-.
_. Doi . °AYyet to hear a responsible person
holiday.
'
which
football
game
East-West'
The complete cast for the pro•
A
'.
The Faxon Coyotes met the Al- say that agriculture has not proplayed
there
Saturday.
will
be.
fol.
is
as'
numbering
13.
duction.
vided enough and more than enough
Coach Holland is a member of. mo Warriors on the latter's floor
I lows:
18. and of food and fiber.
tut Tuesday night. Nov.'
Blalock
was
h"
staff
and
the
-And .the Farm Defense Program
Joe Pitch. Prince-- Sirki (Death 1:
we were defeated by a score of
member of the West 43.20.
mem
_ dteam by
.
Shires. Corrado: MAY* chosen a
Wank
the was designed to help farmers while
WHY. WA-sit TIME Yoiking-for a I
they are helping the fight for free-_
Ids as Barron Cesarea: Ruth *9uad. •
score. of 28-23
. '
job' Be indep2ndeor Sell.B.awleig,O Rb'eei°_-.
Our visitors Oil IOW'S/wk. 1rere: dom. The program is based on good
Products Good oeirby route_openo lall'oo
Mile of
'Mt
Weatheeingtah
Pia"
'FORTUNATE
CALAMITY"
Doris June Blaney, Mutt WIfflame solid farming practices. and will
rt.
-.Sarah
- ,Lambert- - Duke
--- Write- ioday .1tawieigyos, Dept ome I**riot create the havoc and unorganizand Marlin Terry.
Rowland is A the role Of
KYK-la'-D."...Free port: 111.
ltp Lee
-"Fortunate
Calamity."
a
three
act
r
We-1're glad to have. Max Walker, ed ruin that reoolfed from the farm
Duchess- Stephanie: • Jean Hicks as
Outland
lay.
will
be
__given•
at
..tuaiosa_Ocoottoy_oos_G000
_during the first world war.
-effort
hi
ourfirst
team
basketball
WA. .
- SilarecoriPPer for good--the-maid;
School.- Saturday, night. Nbvember me
players, back in school.
farm:t• mfortable house_ large' gar 'rho Emma " Sue Gibson." Rhbda
at,-7 o'clock- -A I•man "
- mils- The juntrirs and seniorif are still
A renton: Tommy. Dodd. Major Whit- 2lit at
' -derv-Plenty .6r. loota.. -tractor andwill be madeworking hard on their annuals.
-- mules: Can' use - man with two warred; Marion Fleteher. Princess of gon
.
The Freshman home' economics
: William Scharfenberg
Ohree 'children large enough . to San Luca.
•
4girls ,are cooking this six weeks,
,xwork--cotton. *wee potatoes, corn. ilia . Eric Fenton: and ,)Otlin Stowell
'
and
-the Sophomore girls are sew•-•
•
/ Can fin-Milt tenantedditional work as the 'butler:
Ingo Eiveryone seems to be very
Phone 441
S. 13th St.
every day not- in crop. Reference;
"
buity.
required_ See A C Jackson. Como. , •
.•-The honor roll bf the sixtniond
We Will Pay, Delivered.
Tortnessee.
It nave to- read our elesidfllida
ltp
fifth grades failed to be put in the
Fri., Sat., November 28, 29
week.
are:
Fifth
They
Paul . Buelienan, Burl Cunning- PsPer last
18e
• -'
TurheYs
•
iieffi • and dltibert'Crider. member grade: Neva•'Mae - Taylor. Mary
13c
Heavy 1frns•
Of ,Murray- High's' football team Evelyn Miller, Betty. Sue Outland,
14c
..
Springers
'arid' who receitted honorable men- Patty Jane Gordon. Dorothy Sue
litLeghorn'
OM for the East-West squad. will Morris. Sixth grade: Marjorie Ruth
_.,....___ . 7c
Cox
•ee the game in Lexington Satu.r. Lovett.
35c
.,..
Eggs
day as guests of the Young BusiMurray. the birthplace of radio
ness Men's" ChM of,, Murray.
The boys will be accompanied to .
LexingtOn by. Prof. W. B. Mosel
75c
FLOUR, Dainty Biscuit, 24-lb. bag
and Lubit Veale.

For Sale

For Reid

Services Offered

Dramatic 8tud ts
Make Death Mask
for APO Production

.Coach1:1011aDd and
Faxon Itigirsolioal
Nelson Blalock in
xWkin for Game'

_ _

/rt.

•

W______

•,••••••

BOGGESS
PRODUCE CO.

Three Tigers to.Be uests at East-West
Grid Battle • - .. -

Murray Food Market

PHONE 12

PROMPT DELIVERY

dec
"SUGAR, pure caper 10 lbs.
15c
CO
E. -PeeberrY, Pound
6c
can
SARDI
MEAL, 1 2
1160
4 . l2c
el..50c; 10 lbe.
'
• •22c
SALMON, pink,.
MACKERAL, Can
15c
CORMIERAATE or TON011sTOLS. can .--,. 10c TURNIPS, pound
2e
JR* POTATOES, pound ...
...
OHIRIttlorge.--reeet.'pound„
ORANGES,•13ANANAS,
PEANUTS, pound
PICNIC-HAMS, whole or half,'lb:
25e
•
BONES,
lb.
NECK
-19e
K RIBS, fresh, nsiiskty, lb. •
-. 20o
19c
'PORK RAINS, fresh, lb.
15c
BON&
•
ROAST,'lb.
-204e
BEEF CliU
CH&TERLINGS,
' 13c
HAMBURGER, lb
18c
SAUSAGE, pure pork:'''
20er
PORK SHOULDER, lb. . .
2Se
PORK HAM, lb."... .....
28e
OLEO, with. glass,
19c •
... •.
_LARD, SO lbs.,
$6.35; 25 lbs. . . .$3.23
' J.:LUNCH MEATS OF ALL KIN;IS
-TINTING HIGHEST PRICES-FOR EGGS--

Blalock's _Grocery
SOUTH SIDE OF COURT SQUARE
Art Seibold, Bob Klaehn and cart
Hornberger. of Ft. Wayne. Ind.,1
spent several days thi• week at the',
Netipnal Hotel and did some hunt-1
ing in this'ion.
-1/iP-. and-Sim Lather' Robertson.
Misro Rebecca Robertson and John
Muse Were 'weak:end guests of. Mr.!
Mrs. Giohp. Overby in Athenis.
Tenn. They were joined there for,•
the__weer-end by Cilarles Luther
RebertsoWtvib4tis stationecTattam
Wheeler:-GiA•
•

itedisiessi Wats se Page

I

1

--,
,
litead 'the "Clali
r lfied 'column.

•
DRUC.CO,
Prescriptions „
land Carefulfy
Compounded of Purest
Drugs

itccurately

CHEW BIG SHOT TWIST
Distributed By
MURRAY WHOLESAVI
.
GiOCERY

war

Sugar, Godchaux, 10-1b. cloth bag. .61c
15c
Crackers, 2 lbs.
18c
Ketchup, Heinz, 14-oz bottle
18c
Dill Pickles, quart
. ISc
Grape Juice, pint
15c
Bread & Butter Pickles, 15-ozs.
40c
Tabasco Sauce
.
.
.
.
25c
Little Ruth Peas, 2 No. 2 tans
. . 23c
Tomato Juice,3 14-oz, cans .
Peaches, L'by's DeLuxe, No. 2 can 20c
10c
Matches or Soda,3 boxes
Coffee, Chase & Sanborn's, lb. . . . . 31c
15c
Oats, 2-lb. box
1Clex Wash-. Powders, 2 10c pkges 15c
40c
Lux Powders, 2 25c pkges
$1.25
wdrifti 6 lbs. y-

for supplies. These are problems
that will have to be worked out by
the time ,peace comes, a n d the
English agree with us that „now is

the
conthe meeting were farmers :.nd
sumers from igentucky. Indiana,
Illinois, and Tenhessee..- ;

-tUARAWTEED FOODS
•
GREAT
NORTHERN

49
Avondale or Boka 69c

10 POUNDS'

BEANS-

Lyons 24-1b. (Inc
JJ 24-1b. sack
Best -Amick

C. Club One
3,47:1110. sack OU

FLOUR
C. Club
PEAS Fancy
Sifted

AVONDALE )
4 No. 2 91c
No, 2 99c
Li cans L.d61
BRAND
LI cans LI
STANDARD PACK, 3 No. 2 cans..29c

22I0oa-ovzes 17c
CLOCK BREAD EnrichTe:listw2
Ytan or Tinian cans
C U
UBNTR3
23c
MILK 3 raelel or 6 smaltlioenans 25c T
K R 0G-E
t
.10c
t
ALWAYS

Kroger's
Thiron

NOT- DATED FRESHNESS IN YOUR CUP

Country
flp:and

KEEPS YOUFT SPIRITS UP

..

riainand the coffee that's
roaster dated at praS
freshness' Guaranteed and You Save t'p To A
Dime A Pound'
Krogor's Hot-Dated

SPOTLIGHT
SPOTLIGHT rile
3-pound bag... 01
'
WAX, J'sons, 1-1b. can 59c
59c
GLO-COAT, J'sons, pint can
P'NUT BUTTER 2ilrb- 23` FLOOR
27c
cans
24-oz.
Club
Country
JUICE J'
CANE SUGAR poultls 57` TOMATO
Clourizt.ryb,oCtulueb
10
CHERRIES 2Reft.P2ittcedans29c CATSUP
Countej"-Cluto PORK &
&- BEANS
3-28-eisnee cans

3 141s. cans
.

Avalon Brand
SOAP FLAKES

Large box

2 No. 2i cans

18
294

22`

"
LUX-SOAP, &kers
LUX FLAKES, large 25c; small 10c

Free Chinex cup or saucer in each box

Country Club
APPLE SAUCE

Avalon Brand 9 quart bottles lee
CHLORITE
le Gellon 39e Lod

MILNUT

SCOT TISSUE
3 rolls

61 No. 2 cans 27c
J
63
S Talili C7...

20

KROGER 1111.W.

25

FIRST CHOICf Of A MittION WOMEN IT HAS TO BE

FIRST IN OUALITY.PURITY.VALUE

SCOT TOWELS 1
RoH
.... ;
20 Mule Team
BORAX
1-pound can .... 1g

AROGG

KROGER'S 100% PURE
VEGETABLE SHORTENING

3Can

RIB
POUND 23c
PORK LOIN ROAST
WHOLE or
COUNTRY
POUND 22!'2
BACON HALF
SIDE
CLUB
CRICK CUTS s, 17'12`
VEAL ROAST
or CALA
POUND
22`
PORK SHOULDERS WHOLE
STYLE
Pound 1 A
SAUSAGE Z.= 17ve -Yearling
LAMB ROAST iStow,.10c nu)lit
$P'.99
LARD
U. S. Inspected
PORK STEAK Pound 23`
50 LBS. NET
Dry Salt
Armour's
Pound
Pound
CHILI
MEAT
17
. • 1-pound bricks 25` SIDE
E
YA
eam
r1B
ingLEGS
Fresh Ground
17ve
Pound
Pound 17c
HAMBURGER
HALIBUT
2 c
15c
BOLOGNA- PLeanir;
nr
STEAKS
Pound
)30 SIZE 8 FOR 24;)
SEEDLESS .GRAPEF'RUIT
5c
CARROTS California
ORANGES 288:ri:;11,12 doz.35c
Bunch
12
c
'CABBAGE Pound re BANANAS Pound 5/
2 HEADS
15c
HEAD LETTUCE Large- Si5-Dozen
ze
29c
lb.
No. 1 Cobblers
15
1"
BAG
OTATOES
p
OR LOIN END

peek

Phone 375
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Extra-whipped and doutd.
tested, Itrogo guarantees
complete satisfaction You 5.1 ve•
UP to a dim.'
n 53c
L.

1/2c

We carry only the best in iiteats,-apples,
oranies, nuts, dress9ALc-hickens.
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